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LINEAR REPETITIVITY BEYOND ABELIAN GROUPS
SIEGFRIED BECKUS, TOBIAS HARTNICK, FELIX POGORZELSKI
Abstract. We show that linearly repetitive Delone sets in Heisenberg groups have a uniquely
ergodic hull. More generally we establish unique ergodicity of hulls of weighted Delone sets in
amenable unimodular lcsc groups under a new repetitivity condition which we call tempered
repetitivity, and which coincides with linear repetitivity for certain metrics on groups of polyno-
mial growth. Our proof is based on a new general sub-additive convergence theorem, which also
has applications concerning the existence of certain Banach densities and uniform approximation
of the spectral distribution function of finite hopping range operators on Cayley graphs.
1. Introduction
The theory of aperiodic order is concerned with (generalizations of) Delone sets displaying some
longe range order while at the same time being far from periodic. We refer the reader to [BG13]
for an extensive list of references. Until recently, the theory has mostly been studied in Euclidean
space or abelian locally compact groups. With any (weighted) Delone set in such a group one
can associate a topological dynamical system, the so-called hull system of the Delone set, and
these systems play a central role in the dynamical approach to the study of aperiodic order.
A crucial question in this context is how properties of the dynamical system are reflected in
the structure of the underlying Delone set and vice versa. For example, it is a classical result
of Lagarias and Pleasants in [LP03] that the hull of a linearly repetitive Delone set in Rn is
uniquely ergodic.
Recently, two of the authors of the present paper in collaboration with Bjo¨rklund initiated a
program to extend the scope of the theory of aperiodic order to the realm of arbitrary proper
homogeneous metric spaces [BHP18, BHP17, BH18a, BH20, BH18b, BHS19]. A particular focus
has been on (aperiodic) Delone sets in locally compact second countable (lcsc) groups, and more
specifically in constructing interesting examples of such sets.
This program is also the context of the present work. In [BHP20] we construct new examples
of Delone sets in the Heisenberg group (and various related classes of groups) which are linearly
repetitive with respect to the Koranyi norm. In view of the Lagarias-Pleasants theorem men-
tioned above it is then natural to ask, whether the hulls of such Delone sets are also uniquely
ergodic. In this article, we answer this question affirmatively:
Theorem 1.1. The hull of every linearly repetitive weighted Delone set in the Heisenberg group
is minimal and uniquely ergodic.
The theorem holds more generally for weighted Delone sets in connected Lie groups of polynomial
growth, which are linearly repetitive with respect to some proper, continuous, left-invariant
geodesic metric, see Theorem 4.11.
Our approach is based on the observation by Damanik and Lenz [DL01] that in the Euclidean
setting, linear repetitivity implies the validity of a uniform sub-additive convergence theorem for
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certain functions defined on the collection B(Rn) of all n-dimensional boxes in Rn, which in turn
can be used to ensure unique ergodicity. This observation has been refined in many different
directions, see e.g. [Len02, Len03, LMV08, LSV11, BBL13, Pog13, Pog14b, FR14, PS16]. A
different approach is via strongly almost periodic translation bounded measures, see [LLR+19].
In Theorem 3.1 below we establish a general version of such a convergence theorem for a large
class of amenable groups. While the precise statement of the theorem is rather technical, let us
highlight two of the main features of the theorem and its proof:
• The theorem works for general amenable unimodular lcsc groups and for a rather general
class of weight functions. To achieve this, the study of n-dimensional boxes in Rn is
replaced by the Ornstein-Weiss machinery of ε-quasi-tilings [OW87] and more specifically
its variant from [PS16].
• There is no requirement that the Delone set under consideration has finite local complex-
ity. A consequence of this is that Theorem 1.1 also holds for almost linearly repetitive
Delone sets in the Heisenberg group. This is achieved using ideas from Frettlo¨h-Richard
[FR14]. Roughly speaking, to incorporate non-FLC situations, one has to identify not
only patches which are equal up to a translation, but also patches which are close up to
a translation. The fact that being δ-close for a small δ > 0 is not an equivalence relation
creates all kinds of technical difficulties.
In view of the large generality of our convergence theorem, we can establish the following rather
general version of Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 1.2. Let (Tm) be a strong Følner exhaustion sequence in an amenable unimodular
lcsc group G and let Λ be a weighted Delone set in G. If Λ is almost tempered repetitive with
respect to (Tm), then the hull of Λ is minimal and uniquely ergodic.
We refer the reader to Definition 3.4 below for the definition of almost tempered repetitivity with
respect to a strong Følner exhaustion sequence. For general unimodular amenable lcsc groups,
as far as convergence theorems are concerned, it seems that almost tempered repetitivity with
respect to a Følner sequence is a more natural condition than linear repetitivity with respect
to a metric. For sufficiently nice metrics on groups of polynomial growth, however, linear
repetitivity is equivalent to tempered repetivitiy with respect to balls, and this is how we will
deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 1.2.
It is well-known in the abelian setting that uniform sub-additive convergence theorems have
applications beyond unique ergodicity of Delone dynamical systems, and this is no different in
our more general setting. We demonstrate the strength of our convergence theorem by two such
applications, one to Banach densities and one to the integrated densities of states (IDS). We
deduce these theorems along the lines of the corresponding abelian situations.
Upper and lower Banach densities appear as an important combinatorial quantity in many
mathematical areas, see for instance a recent example [DHZ19] for countable amenable groups.
For sets with enough symmetry, the upper and the lower Banach density may coincide and one
can just refer to the Banach density of a set. In analogy to the abelian realm, this situation
occurs for almost tempered repetitive weighted Delone sets. For the definition of the upper and
lower Banach density of a weighted Delone set we refer to Section 5. Given a weighted Delone
set Π, we denote by δΠ the associated Dirac comb which is a Radon measure on the group.
Corollary 1.3. Let G be an amenable unimodular lcsc group with Haar measure mG. Suppose
that Λ is a weighted Delone set that is almost tempered repetitive with respect to a strong Følner
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exhaustion sequence (Tm) of G. Then the Banach density
bΛ := lim
m→∞
δΠ(T
−1
m )
mG(Tm)
exists uniformly in Π ∈ HΛ.
The implications of our convergence theorem concerning the IDS are a bit more technical to state.
We give a sample result in the setting of finitely generated amenable groups Γ whose elements
are labeled by colors taken from a finite set A. Since each coloring C ∈ AΓ can be interpreted
as a weighted Delone set in Γ, it makes sense to define a version of tempered repetitivity for a
coloring. In this context, our convergence theorem allows us to verify a criterion from [PS16]
which then shows that the IDS for certain pattern-equivariant operators on graphs can be
uniformly approximated by finite volume analogs. The precise class of considered operators is
defined in Definition 5.2.
Corollary 1.4. Let Γ be a finitely generated amenable group and let C ∈ AΓ be a coloring of
the group by a finite set A. Suppose that C is tempered repetitive as a weighted Delone set with
respect to some strong Følner exhaustion sequence (Tm). Then for every C-invariant self-adjoint
operator H : ℓ2(Γ)→ ℓ2(Γ) and for its integrated density of states NH : R→ [0, 1], we get
lim
m→∞
∥∥NH −NHm∥∥∞ = 0,
where the NHm denote the empirical eigenvalue distribution functions of restrictions Hm of H
to a subspace of ℓ2(T−1m ).
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce Delone dynamical systems and
recall the equivalence of minimality of these systems and (almost) repetitivity of the underlying
set. Section 3 is devoted to the main convergence theorem, cf. Theorem 3.1, which is stated and
proven for so-called admissible weight functions defined on hulls of almost tempered weighted
Delone sets. From this we derive the unique ergodicity of the hulls of almost tempered repetitive
weighted Delone sets in Section 4. Moreover, we derive Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 1.2 in
the more general setting of connected Lie groups of polynomial growth. The aforementioned
applications including the proofs of the Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4 are carried out in Section 5. The
Appendices A and B contain proofs of some technical lemmas on almost sub-additive weight
functions and topological aspects of dynamical systems induced by weighted Delone sets.
Acknowledgments. We thank Daniel Lenz for an inspiring discussion on linear repetitive
Delone sets and related sub-additive ergodic Theorems. Moreover, we are thankful to Christoph
Richard for conversations on almost linear repetitivity. We are grateful to Michael Bjo¨rklund
and Amos Nevo for discussions on Følner conditions for balls in groups of polynomial growth.
2. Preliminaries on Delone dynamical systems
2.1. Delone dynamical systems. Throughout this section G will denote a lcsc group. We
call a metric dG on G left-admissible if it is left-invariant, proper and continuous. By [Str74]
such metrics exist, and by [CdlH16, Prop. 2.A.9] any such metric automatically generates the
topology on G. From now on we fix a left-admissible metric dG on G. Given r ≥ 0 and g ∈ G
we then denote by Br(g) and Br(g) the open, respectively closed ball of radius r around g. We
also denote by e the identity element of G and set Br := Br(e) and Br := Br(e).
We recall that a subset P of a metric space (X, d) is called
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(1) uniformly discrete if there exists r > 0 such that d(x, y) ≥ r for all distinct x, y ∈ P ;
(2) relatively dense if there exists R > 0 such X is an R-neighbourhood of P ;
(3) Delone if it is uniformly discrete and relatively dense.
If P is a Delone set, σ ≥ 1 and α : P → [σ−1, σ] is a function, then the pair (P,α) is called a
weighted Delone set. We consider Delone sets as weighted Delone sets with constant weight 1.
Specifically, we are going to consider Delone sets in the metric space (G, dG). It turns out that
the notion of a Delone set in this context is independent of the choice of left-admissible metric
(whereas the implied parameters depend on the choice of metric). More precisely [BH18a],
P ⊂ G is uniformly discrete iff there exists an open relatively-compact subset U ⊂ G such that
#(gU ∩ P ) ≤ 1 for all g ∈ G and relatively dense iff there exists a compact subset K ⊂ G such
that P is left-K-syndetic in the sense that P.K = G. For two subsets A,B ⊆ G, the notation
A.B refers to the Minkowski product of A and B. With a slight abuse of notation we write
gA for {g}.A, where g ∈ G and A ⊆ G. We then say that P is U -uniformly discrete and K-
relatively-dense respectively, and refer to a set with both of these properties as a (U,K)-Delone
set. Finally, we denote by
Del(U,K, σ) :=
{
(P,α) : P is (U,K)-Delone and α : P → [σ−1, σ]
}
the collection of weighted Delone sets with uniform parameters U,K, σ. Note that G acts on
Del(U,K, σ) by g.(P,α) := (gP, g∗α), where g∗α(q) := α(g−1q).
We will identify each (P,α) ∈ Del(U,K, σ) with the associated Dirac comb
δ(P,α) :=
∑
x∈P
α(x) · δx,
and thereby think of Del(U,K, σ) as a G-invariant subset of the space of Radon measures on
G. We will always equip the latter space with the weak-∗-topology. Then by [BL04, BHP19]
the subspace Del(U,K, σ) is compact, and the G-action on this space is jointly continuous.
The topology induced on the space Del(U,K, 1) of (unweighted) Delone sets is precisely the
Chabauty–Fell topology (see [BHP19] and also [MR13, Section 2.1] and the references therein).
We will need yet another description of the topology on Del(U,K, σ): Given a relatively compact
subset S ⊂ G and two Radon measures µ and ν on G we define
(1) dS(µ, ν) := inf
{
δ > 0 :
∣∣µ(Bδ(y))− ν(Bδ(y))∣∣ < δ for all y ∈ S ∩ (supp(µ) ∪ supp(ν))}.
In particular, using our identification of weighted Delone sets and their corresponding Dirac
combs, we define
(2) dS(Λ,Π) := dS(δΛ, δΠ)
for weighted Delone sets Λ,Π. Then, given Λ ∈ Del(U,K, σ), the sets
US,δ(Λ) :=
{
Π ∈ Del(U,K, σ) : dS(Λ,Π) < δ
}
form a neighbourhood basis of Λ in Del(U,K, σ), as δ and S vary over all positive real numbers
and all relatively compact subsets of G respectively (cf. Proposition B.1 in Appendix B). In par-
ticular, Delone sets Πn converge to Λ in Del(U,K, σ) iff limn→∞ dS(Πn,Λ) = 0 for all relatively
compact S.
Given Λ ∈ Del(U,K, σ), the orbit closure HΛ :=
{
g.Λ : g ∈ G} is compact an the G-action on
HΛ is jointly continuous, i.e. G y HΛ is a topological dynamical system over G. We refer to
HΛ as the hull of Λ and to Gy HΛ as a Delone dynamical system.
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2.2. Almost repetitivity and minimality. In this subsection we give a combinatorial char-
acterization of minimality of Delone dynamical systems, generalizing results of [FR14] in the
unweighted case. Throughout this subsection we fix a weighted Delone set Λ = (P,α) ∈
Del(U,K, σ) with associated Dirac comb δΛ. It S ⊂ T are two relatively compact subsets
of G and ν is a Radon measure on T , then we denote by ν|S the restriction of ν to the Borel
σ-algebra of S.
Given a relatively compact subset S ⊂ G we refer to the pair ΛS := (δΛ|S , S) as the S-patch of
Λ. If p = (µ, S) is a patch of Λ we refer to µ as the underlying measure and S as the support of
p (which is not to be confused with the support of µ). For T ⊂ S we define the restriction of p
to T by p|T := (µ|T , T ).
Two patches p = (µ, S) and q = (ν, T ) of Λ are called equivalent if there exists g ∈ G with
g.p := (g∗µ, gS) = (ν, T ), and an equivalence class of patches is called a pattern. A pattern is
said to be of size S for a relatively compact set S if the supports of its patches are translates of
S.
Given δ ≥ 0, we say that two patches p = (µ, S) and q = (ν, T ) of Λ are δ-similar if there exists
g ∈ G such that gS = T and dT (g∗µ, ν) ≤ δ. By definition, two patches are 0-similar iff they
are equivalent. In particular, 0-similarity is an equivalence relation, whereas δ-similarity is not
a transitive relation for δ > 0.
Given a relatively compact subset T ⊂ G and δ ≥ 0 we say that a pattern [p] with representative
p = (µ, S) δ-occurs in T if there is some g ∈ G such that gS ⊂ T and g.p is δ-similar to ΛgS . If
δ = 0 we simply say that [p] occurs in T .
Definition 2.1. A function ̺ : (0, 1)× (0,∞) → (0,∞) is called an almost repetitivity function
for Λ if for every δ > 0 and all R > 0 every pattern of Λ of size BR δ-occurs in B̺(δ,R)(h) for
all h ∈ G. If such a function exists, then Λ is called almost repetitive.
Proposition 2.2. Let Λ be a weighted Delone set in G. Then Λ is almost repetitive if and only
if the associated Delone dynamical system Gy HΛ is minimal.
Proof. We closely follow the proof of [FR14, Theorem 3.11].
Suppose the hull of Λ = (P,α) is minimal. Let R > 0 and fix Π = (Q,β) ∈ HΛ. Assume that
0 < ε < R. We further choose R′ ≥ R such that BR′ ∩Q = BR ∩Q. We set
UR,ε
(
Π
)
=
{
Θ ∈ HΛ : dBR′ (Θ,Π) < ε
}
.
Then UR,ε
(
Π
)
is a neighborhood of Π in the weak-∗-topology, cf. Proposition B.1. By minimality
of Λ, every element in HΛ has a dense orbit. This gives
HΛ =
⋃
x∈G
xUR,ε
(
Π
)
.
By compactness of the hull, we find finitely many x1, x2, . . . , xℓ such that HΛ ⊆
⋃ℓ
j=1 xj UR,ε
(
Π
)
.
We now choose ρ1(R) > 0 such that xj ∈ Bρ1(R) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. This means that for all
h ∈ G there is some h∗ ∈ Bρ1(R) such that h.(P,α) = h∗.(D, γ) and (D, γ) is some element in
UR,ε(Π). This also gives D ∩ BR′ = h∗−1hP ∩ BR′ . Since the patches
(
δ(Q∩BR′ ,β|Q∩BR′ )
, BR′
)
and
(
δ(D∩BR′ ,γ|D∩BR′ )
, BR′
)
are ε-similar the left-invariance of the metric tells us that also(
δ(Q∩BR′ ,β|Q∩BR′ )
, BR′
)
is ε-similar to the R′-patch of P centered at h−1h∗. We will now show
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that h−1h∗BRBε ⊆ Bρ1(R)+2R(h−1). The condition ε < R gives BRBε ⊆ B2R. Further, we have
h∗B2R ⊆ Bρ1(R)B2R ⊆ Bρ1(R)+2R. Hence, we obtain h−1h∗BRBε ⊆ Bρ1(R)+2R(h−1), as claimed.
Since Π was chosen arbitrarily this shows that for all possible BR-patterns [p] of Λ and for each
h ∈ G there is some R-patch of Λ contained in Bρ1(R)+2R(h) which is ε-similar to a represen-
tative of [p]. A straight forward compactness argument shows that there is a finite number of
patterns [pk] such that every BR-patch of Λ is ε-similar to a representative of one of the [pk].
Hence, repeating the above procedure finitely many times, we can set ρ(R) := maxk ρk(R)+ 2R
and we find that Λ is almost repetitive with almost repetitivity function ρ.
Conversely, assume by contradiction that Λ = (P,α) is almost repetitive but HΛ is not minimal.
Let Π = (Q,β) ∈ HΛ and {g.Π : g ∈ G} is not dense in HΛ. This implies Λ /∈ HΠ as well
as HΠ ( HΛ. We fix a compact neighborhood V ⊆ HΛ of Λ containing the set {Θ ∈ HΛ :
dB1/ε(e)
(
Θ, Λ
)
< ε} for some small ε > 0 such that V ∩ HΠ = ∅. We now take a compact set
K ⊆ G with B1/ε(e) ⊆ K˚ and define TK,ε
(
Λ
)
= {g ∈ G : dK˚
(
g.Λ,Λ
)
< ε}.
Claim: The set TK,ε
(
Λ
)
is right-relatively dense.
Assuming the validity of the claim for a moment, we see
G.Λ =
(
K ′TK,ε(Λ)
)
.Λ ⊆ K ′.V
for some compact set K ′ ⊆ G. By compactness of V and the continuity of the G-action, we find
that the set K ′.V is compact. Hence we arrive at HΛ ⊆ K ′.V. We get that Π = x.Θ for some
x ∈ K ′ and some Θ ∈ V. Thus, Θ = x−1Π contradicting the fact that V ∩ HΠ = ∅.
It remains to show the claim. For this we proceed along the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.6,
implication (iii) ⇒ (i) in [FR14]. To this end, find some r > 0 such that K˚ ⊆ Br and set R :=
̺(ε, r), where ̺ is an almost repetitivity function of Λ. We fix a countable cover of G of the form
G =
⋃∞
i=1BR(gi). By almost repetitivity, for all i ∈ N, we find xi ∈ G such that x−1i Br ⊆ BR(gi)
and dBr
(
xiΛ,Λ
)
= dx−1i Br
(
Λ, x−1i Λ
)
< ε. Now to show the claim it clearly suffices to show that
Tr,ε := {xi : i ∈ N} ⊆ TK,ε(Λ) is right-relatively dense in G. For each b ∈ Br, we have
x−1i b ⊆ BR(gi) for all i ∈ N. This shows that G =
⋃∞
i=1B2R(x
−1
i b) =
⋃∞
i=1 x
−1
i B2R(b). For some
fixed b ∈ Br, we define
K ′ :=
{
g ∈ G : g−1b ∈ B2R(b)
}
.
This set is clearly compact. We will show K ′Tr,ε = G. Take h ∈ G. This gives h−1b ∈ x−1i B2R(b)
for some i ∈ N. This yields
h ∈ {g ∈ G : g−1b ∈ x−1i B2R(b)} = {g ∈ G : xig−1b ∈ B2R(b)}
=
{
y ∈ G : y−1b ∈ B2R(b)
} · xi ⊆ K ′Tr,ε.
Since h was chosen arbitrarily, the proof of the claim is finished. ✷
While almost repetitivity arises naturally in the study of minimality of Delone dynamical sys-
tems, a more classical notion is the following one:
Definition 2.3. A function ̺ : (0,∞)→ (0,∞) is called a repetitivity function for Λ if for all
R > 0, every pattern of Λ of size BR occurs in Bρ(R)(h) for all h ∈ G. If such a function exists,
then Λ is called repetitive.
We say that Λ = (P,α) ∈ Del(U,K, σ) has finite local complexity (FLC) if for ever compact set
S, the set {(x−1.Λ)|S : x ∈ P} is finite.
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Proposition 2.4. Let Λ ∈ Del(U,K, σ) be of finite local complexity. If Λ is almost repetitive
then Λ is repetitive.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that e ∈ U . Since Λ is of finite local complexity,
the set
P (r) :=
{
(x−1.Λ)|Br : x ∈ P
}
is finite for each r > 0. Consider an R-patch p := ΛBR(x). Let R1 > 0 and δ1 be such that there
is an yx ∈ P with x ∈ BR1(yx) and for all y ∈ P ,
(3) y−1P ∩ ∂Bδ1
(
BR+R1
)
= ∅.
Note that the first is possible as P is K-relatively dense and the second requirement can be
fulfilled as P is of finite local complexity. Now consider the patch
p′ := (y−1x .Λ)BR+R1 = y
−1
x .
(
Λ|BR+R1 (yx)
)
By construction p occurs in p′. Let 0 < δ < min{δ1, σ−1} be such that Bδ ⊆ U and
q1, q2 ∈ P (R+R1) with dBR+R1 (δ(q1,BR+R1 ), δ(q2,BR+R1)) ≤ δ =⇒ q1 = q2.
The latter is possible as P (R +R1) is finite.
Let h ∈ G. Since Λ is almost repetitive, p′ δ/2-occurs in Bρ(δ/2,R+R1)(h), where ρ is an almost
repetitivity function for Λ. Thus, there is a g ∈ G such that gBR+R1 ⊆ Bρ(δ/2,R+R1)(h) and
dBR+R1
(
δp′ , δg−1.qh
)
< δ/2 where qh := ΛBR+R1(g). Thus,
dBR+R1
(
p′, g−1qh
)
= inf
{
ε > 0 :
∣∣δy−1x ΛBR+R1 (Bε(y))− g−1∗ δΛ|BR+R1 (g)(Bε(y))∣∣ < ε
for all y ∈ (y−1x P ∩BR+R1) ∪ (g−1P ∩BR+R1)
}
< δ/2
holds. By construction δp′ has support on {e}, namely, δp′(e) > σ−1. Hence, there is a unique
yg ∈ P and g′ ∈ Bδ/2 such that g = ygg′ using that δ < σ−1, P is Bδ-uniformly discrete and
dBR+R1
(
δp′ , δg−1.qh
)
< δ/2. Invoking Equation 3, we derive δy−1g .Λ|BR+R1 = δy−1g .Λ|BR+R1 (g′) and
so
g−1.qh = g′−1
(
δy−1g .Λ|BR+R1 (g′), BR+R1(g
′)
)
= g′−1
(
δy−1g .Λ|BR+R1 , BR+R1(g′)
)
.
Hence, (y−1g .Λ)BR+R1 occurs in Bρ(δ/2,R+R1)+δ/2(h) as g
′ ∈ Bδ/2. Invoking that δ < σ−1, P is
Bδ-uniformly discrete and dBR+R1
(
δp′ , δg−1.qh
)
< δ/2, we derive
dBR+R1
(
δp′ , δ(y−1g .Λ)BR+R1
) ≤ δ.
Thus, (y−1g .Λ)BR+R1 = p
′ follows by the choice of δ and since (y−1g .Λ)|BR+R1 , p′ ∈ P (R + R1).
Since p occurs in p′, we conclude that p occurs in Bρ(δ/2,R+R1)+δ/2(h).
Hence, the map ρ′ : (0,∞)→ (0,∞) defined by ρ′(R) := ρ(δ/2, R+R1)+δ/2 defines a repetitivity
function. Note here that in the previous considerations δ and R1 depend on R but not on h. ✷
3. An abstract ergodic theorem
3.1. Statement of the theorem. Throughout this section G will denote an amenable uni-
modular lcsc group. We fix a Haar measure mG on G. The goal of this section is to explain and
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (Uniform sub-additive convergence theorem). Assume that
• Λ is a weighted Delone set in G with hull HΛ;
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• (Tm) is a strong Følner exhaustion sequence in G;
• Λ is almost tempered repetitive with respect to (Tm);
• w is an admissible weight function on G over HΛ.
Then there exists Iw ∈ R (depending on Λ and w, but independent of (Tm)) such that
lim
m→∞ supΠ∈HΛ
∣∣∣∣∣w(Tm,Π)mG(Tm) − Iw
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Theorem 3.1 will be proved in Subsection 3.4 after introducing all the required terminology.
Tempered repetitivity with respect to a strong Følner exhaustion sequence will be defined in
Subsection 3.2, and admissible weight functions will be discussed in Subsection 3.3.
3.2. Strong Følner exhaustion sequences and tempered repetitivity. We recall that
amenability of G is equivalent to the existence of a Følner sequence, i.e. a sequence (Tm) of
compact subsets of G of positive Haar measure such that for all compact subsets K ⊂ G,
lim
m→∞
mG(Tm△KTm)
mG(Tm)
= 0.
In fact, one can choose a Følner sequence with additional properties. Given relatively compact
subsets L,S ⊂ G we denote by
∂L(S) := {g ∈ G : Lg ∩ S 6= ∅ ∧ Lg ∩ (G \ S) 6= ∅}.
the L-boundary of S.
Definition 3.2. A Følner sequence (Tm) is called a strong Følner exhaustion sequence if
(i) (Tm) is a strong Følner sequence in the sense of [PS16], i.e. for all compact subsets K ⊂ G,
lim
m→∞
mG(∂K(Tm))
mG(Tm)
= 0.
(ii) (Tm) is a strong exhaustion sequence, i.e. {e} ⊂ Tm ⊆ T˚m+1 and
⋃
m Tm = G.
Proposition 3.3. Every amenable unimodular group G admits a strong Følner exhaustion se-
quence.
Proof. It was established in [Pog14a, Lemma 2.8] that G admits a strong Følner sequence (Sn),
and this can be turned into a strong Følner exhaustion sequence by the usual construction (cf.
[Gre73]): By σ-compactness of G we can now choose exhaustion of G by compact subsets (Kn)
containing the identity. Set T1 := S1 and choose m1 such that T1 ⊆ K˚m1 . Then choose ℓ ∈ N
large enough such that mG(∂Km1 (Sℓ)) ≤ 12mG(Sℓ) and h ∈ G such that Km1h ⊆ Sℓ. If we now
set T2 := Sℓh
−1, then T1 ⊆ K˚m1 ⊆ T2. One now proceeds by induction to construct the desired
strong Følner exhaustion sequence (Tm). ✷
From now on T = (Tm) denotes a strong Følner exhaustion sequence in G and Λ denotes a
weighted Delone set in G.
Definition 3.4. The repetitivity index for Λ with respect to T is the function RTΛ : [0, 1)×N →
N ∪ {+∞} given by
RTΛ (δ,m) := inf
{
n ∈ N : every pattern of Λ of size T˚−1m δ-occurs in hT˚−1n for all h ∈ G
}
,
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where, by convention, inf ∅ = ∞. We then define the repetitivity portion of Λ with respect to
T as
ζ : [0, 1)→ [0, 1], ζ(δ) := inf
m∈N
mG(Tm)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,m))
,
where we use the convention that ζ(δ) = 0 if there is some m ∈ N such that RTΛ (δ,m) =∞. We
say that Λ is almost tempered repetitive with respect to T if ζ(δ) > 0 for all δ > 0. We say
that Λ is tempered repetitive with respect to T if ζ(0) > 0.
Remark 3.5. Some comments on the definition are in order:
(i) For technical reasons we use patterns arising from the inverse sequence (T−1m ) in the above
definitions. However, in most examples the sets Tm will be chosen symmetric anyway.
(ii) Almost tempered repetitivity is the condition on Delone sets which will enable the proof
of our ergodic theorem. The terminology “tempered” is chosen because in the literature it
refers to a growth condition of Følner sequences used in the proofs of ergodic theorems.
(iii) Since the repetitivity index is monotonically decreasing in δ, tempered repetitivity implies
almost tempered repetitivity.
(iv) If Λ is tempered repetitive, then RTΛ (0,m) <∞ for all m ∈ N, and if Λ is almost tempered
repetitive, then RTΛ (δ,m) < ∞ for all m ∈ N and δ > 0. This can be used to establish
minimality of the associated Delone dynamical system.
Proposition 3.6 (Minimality). A weighted Delone set Λ is almost repetitive if and only if
RTΛ (δ,m) < ∞ for all δ > 0 and all m ∈ N. In particular, every almost tempered repetitive
Delone set is almost repetitive, and hence the associated Delone dynamical system is minimal.
Proof. We note that by the properties of a strong exhaustion sequence, we find for all r > 0
some ℓ(r) ∈ N such that Br ⊆ T˚ℓ(r) and for each s ∈ N, we find some L(s) ∈ N such that
Ts ⊆ BL(s). Moreover, by the left-invariance of the metric dG, we have Bl = B−1l and Bl = B
−1
l
for all l > 0. Thus the condition RTΛ (δ, l) < ∞ for all δ > 0 and all l ∈ N implies for a given
R > 0, that every BR-pattern δ-occurs in each ball of radius L
(RTΛ (δ, ℓ(R))). Conversely, for
m ∈ N, we have that every T˚−1m -pattern must δ-occur in every ball of radius ̺(δ, L(m)) (with ̺
denoting an almost repetitivity function), whence also in each hT˚−1M with M = ℓ
(
̺(δ, L(m))
)
.
✷
The following example shows that (almost) tempered repetitivity depends crucially on the un-
derlying strong Følner exhaustion sequence.
Example 3.7. Consider the Delone set D = Z (seen as weighted Delone set with constant
weight 1) in G = R. Then D is tempered repetitive with respect to the sequence T = (Bm)m,
where Bl is the closed ball around 0 with radius l with respect to the Euclidean metric. Now
consider the sequence T ′ = (Brm)m with r1 := 1 and rm+1 := 2rm for m ≥ 1. Note that an open
ball with integer radius M ∈ N and integer center contains 2M − 1 points of Z while balls of the
same size around a non-integer center contain 2M points of Z. This implies RT ′D (M) ≥ M + 1
for all M ∈ N. However, we have limm 2rm2rm+1 = 0. Hence, D is not (almost) tempered repetitive
with respect to T ′.
3.3. Weight functions and ǫ-quasi-tilings. For the purpose of the following definition we
denote by RK(G) the set of all relatively compact subsets of G. We also denote by X a compact
metrizable space on which G acts jointly continuously; in our applications G y X will always
be a Delone dynamical system.
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Definition 3.8. A function w : RK(G) × X → R is called an almost sub-additive weight
function over X if
(W1) w(∅, x) = 0 for all x ∈ X (normalization).
(W2) There is a compact J ⊆ G and an η > 0 such that∣∣w(L, x) − w(K,x)∣∣ ≤ η · (mG(L \K) +mG(∂J (L)) +mG(∂J(K)))
for all x ∈ X and all K,L ∈ RK(G) with K ⊆ L (almost-monotonicity).
(W3) There is a compact subset B ⊂ G and a θ ≥ 0 such that for any finite collection of
pairwise disjoint Ki ∈ RK(G) we have
w
(⊔
i
Ki, x
)
≤
∑
i
w(Ki, x) + θ ·
∑
i
mG(∂B(Ki))
for all x ∈ X (almost sub-additivity).
(W4) There is a compact subset I ⊂ G and a ϑ ≥ 0 such that for each x ∈ X, K ∈ RK(G)
and h ∈ G, we have∣∣w(K,x) − w(Kh−1, hx)∣∣ ≤ ϑ ·mG(∂I(K)) (almost-equivariance) .
Remark 3.9. If w : RK(G)×X → R is any function satisfying (W1) and (W2), then for every
relatively compact subset L ⊂ G and every x ∈ X we have the boundedness property
|w(L, x)| ≤ η · (mG(L) +mG(∂J (L)))
From this inequality we deduce that if w : RK(G) × X → R is an almost sub-additive weight
function and RK(G)+ denotes the set of relatively compact sets of positive Haar measure, then
we can define functions w+, w− : RK(G)+ ×X → R by
(4) w+(S, x) := sup
g∈G
w(Sg, x)
mG(S)
, w−(S, x) := inf
g∈G
w(Sg, x)
mG(S)
.
We will study these functions for a particular class of almost sub-additive weight functions over
a Delone dynamical system.
Definition 3.10. Let HΛ be the hull of a weighted Delone set Λ in G. Then an almost sub-
additive weight function over HΛ is called an admissible weight function provided
(W5) If (Tm) is any strong Følner exhaustion sequence then for all ε > 0, there is a δ > 0 and
m0 ∈ N such that for all m ≥ m0
dT−1m (Π,Φ) ≤ δ =⇒
∣∣w(Tm,Φ)− w(Tm,Π)∣∣ ≤ ε ·mG(Tm),
where dT−1m (Π,Φ) is defined as in (2).
Remark 3.11. Let (X, d) be a compact metric space on which G acts continuously. Then we
can study almost sub-additive weight functions that additionally satisfy the following.
(W5∗) If (Tm)m∈N is a strong Følner exhaustion sequence and d is a metric generating the
topology of X, then then for all ε > 0, there is an m0 ∈ N such that for all m ≥ m0 one
can find δm > 0 such that
d(x, y) ≤ δm =⇒
∣∣w(Tm, x)− w(Tm, y)∣∣ ≤ εmG(Tm).
This condition has the advantage that it can be defined for general (i.e. not necessarily Delone)
dynamical systems. While it is sufficient for the proof of the Ornstein-Weiss type lemma (Lemma
3.16), it is not sufficient for the proof of our main theorem.
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Let us sketch an argument how Axiom (W5) implies Axiom (W5∗) for X := HΛ: Firstly, we can
define a metric d∗ on HΛ by
d∗(Φ,Π) := min
{
c∗, inf{δ > 0 :
∣∣δΦ(Bδ(y))−δΠ(Bδ(y))∣∣ < δ for all y ∈ (B1/δ∩P )∪(B1/δ∩Q)}}
where Φ := (P,α),Π = (Q,β) ∈ HΛ and c∗ > 0 is chosen in such a way that Bc∗ ⊆ U
and c∗ < (2σ)−1. Now the metric d∗ generates the topology of HΛ by Proposition B.1 in
Appendix B, and Axiom (W5) implies (W5∗) for this specific choice of metric. On the other
hand, a straightforward computation shows that if (W5∗) holds for some metric d on HΛ defining
the topology, then it holds for any such metric. We thus conclude that indeed (W5) implies
(W5∗) for X := HΛ.
At this point we have defined all the terms in the statement of Theorem 3.1. We now turn to
its proof.
3.4. ε-quasi-tilings and the proof of the abstract ergodic theorem. Our proof of The-
orem 3.1 will follow the same strategy as the proofs in [LP03, FR14]. The main difference is
that we have to replace box tilings in Euclidean space with the ε-quasi tile machinery which
was developed by Ornstein and Weiss [OW87] and refined in [PS16]. We recall the necessary
definition.
Definition 3.12. Let A ⊂ G be a relatively compact subset and ε > 0. Set N(ε) := ⌈−log( ε1−ε)⌉
and let S1, . . . , SN(ε) be compact subsets of G and let C
A
1 , . . . , C
A
N(ε) be finite subsets.
We say that A is ε-quasi tiled by the prototiles Sεi with center sets C
A
i if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(T1) SεiC
A
i ⊆ A for 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε);
(T2) For each 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε) and every c ∈ CAi there is a measurable set S˜εi (c) ⊆ Sεi c satisfying
• (1− ε)mG(Sεi c) ≤ mG(S˜εi (c)) ≤ mG(Sεi c),
• ⋃c∈CAi Sεi c = ⊔c∈CAi S˜εi (c), where the latter union consists of pairwise disjoint sets;
(T3) SεiC
A
i ∩ SεjCAj = ∅ for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N(ε);
(T4) mG
(⊔N(ε)
i=1 S
ε
iC
A
i
)
≥ (1− 2ε)mG(A).
The following theorem guarantees the existence of certain ε-quasi-tilings. It is a weaker statement
than Theorem 4.4 (a) in [PS16] and a slightly stronger version of Theorem 6 in [OW87]. Given
relatively compact subsets S, T ⊂ G and δ > 0 we will say that T is (S, δ)-invariant if
mG(∂S(T )) < δ ·mG(T ).
Theorem 3.13 (Existence of ε-quasi tilings). Let 0 < ε < 1/10 and N(ε) :=
⌈ − log( ε1−ε)⌉.
Then for every amenable unimodular lcsc group G, strong Følner exhaustion sequence (Sl)l∈N
and natural number n there exist sets Sε1, . . . , S
ε
N(ε) with the following properties:
(i) Sεi ∈
{
Sl : l ≥ max{i, n}
}
;
(ii) Sn ⊆ Sε1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ SεN(ε);
(iii) there is some δ0 > 0 such that for every
(
SεN(ε)S
ε−1
N(ε), δ0
)
-invariant compact set A ⊆ G,
there are finite sets CAi ⊆ A such that A is ε-quasi tiled by the prototiles Sεi with center
sets CAi .
We give some remarks on ε-quasi tilings.
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Remark 3.14. (i) According to (T3), the set A can be ε-quasi tiled by Sεi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε)
such that tiles of different type do not overlap. On the other hand, tiles of the same type
might overlap, see (T2). However, (T2) asserts that these sets are ε-disjoint which means
one can remove from them portions of measure at most ε to obtain disjoint sets.
(ii) In fact, these trimmed sets can be proven to maintain certain invariance conditions, cf. part
(b) of Theorem 4.4 in [PS16]. More precisely, for a given compact B ⊆ G and 0 < ζ < ε
we can make sure that mG(∂B(S
ε
i ))/mG(S
ε
i ) ≤ ζ2 and mG(∂B(S˜εi (c)))/mG(S˜εi (c)) ≤ 4ζ for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε) and all c ∈ Cmi . We will need this latter fact only once in this paper,
namely for the proof of Lemma 3.15 which is given in the appendix.
(iii) Given any strong Følner exhaustion sequence (Am), the theorem implies that for a given
ε and for given sets Sεi (1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε)), one finds M ∈ N such that for all m ≥ M , one
finds finite sets Cmi ⊆ Am such that the conditions (T1)-(T4) hold true for A = Am and
CAi = C
m
i .
(iv) The assertion (T4) given above is weaker than condition (iv) in [PS16, Definition 4.1], which
provides precise quantitive information on the portion of A covered by the sets SεiC
A
i for
a fixed 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε). As shown in Remark 4.3 of [PS16], these estimates result in (T4).
The proof of Theorem 3.1 rests on two lemmas whose proofs build on known techniques used in
the context of sub-additive and almost-additive Ornstein-Weiss type lemmas, see e.g. [OW87,
Gro99, Kri07, CSCK14]. For the sake of self-containment we give their proofs in Appendix A.
The first lemma shows that weight functions are compatible with respect to ε-quasi tilings of
Følner sets.
Lemma 3.15. Let G be an amenable unimodular lcsc group. Let 0 < ε < 1/10 and a strong
Følner exhaustion sequence (Sn) be given. Suppose further that v : RK(G) → R is a function
for which there are η(v), θ(v) ≥ 0 as well as compact subsets J,B ⊂ G such that
(w1) v(∅) = 0,
(w2)
∣∣v(L) − v(K)∣∣ ≤ η(v) (mG(L \ K) +mG(∂J (L)) +mG(∂J (K))) for all K,L ∈ RK(G)
with K ⊆ L,
(w3) v(⊔iKi) ≤
∑
i v(Ki) + θ(v)
∑
imG(∂B(Ki)) for finitely many pairwise disjoint sets Ki ∈
RK(G).
Then for every compact subset I ⊂ G there is some mI ∈ N such that for every n ≥ mI one finds
(I, ε)-invariant sets Sεi ∈ {Sl : l ≥ max{n, i}} (1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε) = ⌈ −εlog(1−ε)⌉) as well as δ0 > 0
such that each compact subset A ⊆ G which is (SεN(ε)Sε−1N(ε), δ0)-invariant and at the same time
(L, ε)-invariant for L ∈ {J,B, I} can be ε-quasi tiled by prototiles Sεi and finite center sets CAi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε) such that in addition, one has
v(A)
mG(A)
≤ 1
mG(A)
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈CAi
v
(
Sεi c
)
+
(
8η(v) + 2θ(v)
) · ε.
The second lemma is about convergence of the functions w+ from (4).
Lemma 3.16. Let w : RK(G) ×X → R be a almost sub-additive weight function and (Tm) be
a strong Følner exhaustion sequence in G. Then the limits
I+w (x) = limm→∞w
+(Tm, x)
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exist for all x ∈ X. Moreover, the limits do not depend on the sequence (Tm). If in addition,
w satisfies condition (W5∗) and if the action G y X is minimal, then there is a value I+w ∈ R
such that
lim
m→∞ supx∈X
∣∣w+(Tm, x)− I+w ∣∣ = 0.
Remark 3.17. If −w instead of w is a sub-additive weight function (in particular, if w is
actually additive), then the corresponding statements hold for w− instead of w+.
Proof.[Proof of Theorem 3.1] Let w : RK(G)×HΛ → R be an admissible weight function and
define w+ and w− by (4).
By Proposition 3.6 the dynamical system Gy X is minimal. On the other hand, the function w
satisfies Axiom (W5) and therefore also Axiom (W5∗) by Remark 3.11, and hence the strong form
of Lemma 3.16 applies. We conclude that the limit ν+ = limn→∞w+(Tm,Π) exists uniformly
over Π and is independent of the choices of Π ∈ HΛ and the strong Følner exhaustion sequence.
Moreover, we define ν−(Π) := lim infn→∞w−(Tn,Π) for Π ∈ HΛ. It follows from Lemma A.1 in
Appendix A that ν− = ν−(Π) is independent of the choice of Π ∈ HΛ and that the limit inferior
is realized by one subsequence (nl) of the integers simultaneously for all Π. In light of that, it
suffices to prove that
ν+ = lim
n→∞w
+(Tm,Λ) ≤ lim inf
n→∞ w
−(Tm,Λ) = ν−.
To this end, we fix a subsequence (ml) of the integers such that liml→∞w−(Tml ,Λ) = ν
−. For
the sake of simpler notation, we set T ′l := Tml for all l ∈ N. We assume by contradiction that
ν− < ν+. Let 0 < ς < ν
+−ν−
4 and choose Lς ∈ N such that |ν− − w−(T ′l , Λ)| < ς for all l ≥ Lς .
Then for l ≥ Lς , one finds gl ∈ G such that w(T
′
l gl,Λ)
mG(T
′
l )
≤ w−(T ′l ,Λ) + ς. Combined with the
previous estimate and with the choice of ς, we conclude from 4ς < ν+ − ν− that
w
(
T ′l gl, Λ
)
mG(T
′
l )
≤ ν− + 2ς ≤ ν+ − 2ς(5)
for all l ≥ Lς . Writing Λ = (P,α) we define the S−1l -patches ql := ΛS−1l with inverse support
Sl := T
′
l gl = Tmlgl. Using Axiom (W5) we find some 0 < δ < 1 and an m0 ∈ N such that for all
l ≥ m0, the condition dS−1l (Π,Φ) ≤ δ implies |w(Sl,Π) − w(Sl,Φ)| < ςmG(Sl) for Π,Φ ∈ HΛ.
We fix this δ and take an arbitrary h ∈ G. Since Λ is almost tempered repetitive with respect
to T = (Tm), the pattern arising from the patches ql must δ-occur in h−1T−1RTΛ (δ,ml), where R
T
Λ
is the repetitivity index for Λ with respect to T . This means that there must be some element
g˜l,h ∈ G such that Slg˜l,h ⊆ TRTΛ (δ,ml)h and dS−1l
(
Λ, g˜l,h.Λ
) ≤ δ. This yields∣∣w(Sl,Λ)− w(Sl, g˜l,hΛ)∣∣ ≤ ςmG(Sl)
for l ≥ m0. Furthermore, increasing m0 if necessary and invoking Axiom (W4) we find that∣∣w(Sl,Λ)− w(Slg˜l,h, Λ)∣∣ ≤ 11
10
ςmG(Sl)(6)
for l ≥ m0. We point out that m0 only depends on parameters given by the weight function
w and on ς but not on objects constructed in the proof. Given h as above, define Al,h :=
TRTΛ (δ,ml)h \ Slg˜l,h. We will distinguish the following two cases.
(A) There is some 0 < κΛ(δ) < 1 such that
mG(Tml )
mG(TRT
Λ
(δ,ml)
) ≤ κΛ(δ) for all l ∈ N.
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(B) There is some subsequence (Tmlk )k such that limk→∞
mG(Tmlk
)
mG(TRT
Λ
(δ,mlk
)
) = 1.
We will cover both of these cases separately and in both cases we will obtain ν+ ≤ ν+− c(ς) for
some c(ς) > 0 which is clearly a contradiction. We start with case (A).
Case (A). Invoking the general relations
∂L(C \D) ⊆ ∂L(C) ∪ ∂L(D), ∂L(C)g = ∂L(Cg)
for sets C,D,L ∈ RK(G) and g ∈ G, we find
mG(∂K(Al,h))
mG(Al,h)
≤
mG(∂K(TRTΛ (δ,ml)h) +mG(∂K(Slg˜l,h))
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
(
1− mG(Tml )mG(TRT
Λ
(δ,ml)
)
)
≤ 1
1− κΛ(δ)
(
mG(∂K(TRTΛ (δ,ml)))
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
+
mG(∂K(T
′
l ))
mG(T ′l )
)
for all relatively compact sets K ⊆ G. This shows that the left-hand side of the above inequality
tends to 0 uniformly in h if l tends to infinity. In particular, the sequences (Al,h)l are strong
Følner sequences for all h ∈ G. Now let 0 < ε < 1/10 and choose some nε ≥ max{m0, Lς} such
that ∣∣ν+ − w+(Tn,Λ)∣∣ < ε
for all n ≥ nε. We also make sure that nε is chosen large enough such that
mG(∂L(Tn))
mG(Tn)
< ε for all n ≥ nε,(7)
where L ∈ {J,B, I} and J,B, I are the compact subsets ofG determined by w as of Axioms (W2),
(W3) and (W4). We fix n ≥ nε and we apply Lemma 3.15 in order to find prototile sets
{e} ⊆ Tn ⊆ Sε1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ SεN(ε), Sεi ∈ {Tk : k ≥ max{i, n}},
as well as M ∈ N with M ≥ n such that for all l ≥M we have ml ≥ n and for all h ∈ G we find
a finite set C l,hi ⊆ Al,h for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε) such that the properties (T1)-(T4) from Definition
3.12 are satisfied and at the same time we obtain
w
(
Al,h, Λ
)
mG(Al,h)
≤
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈Cl,hi
w
(
Sεi c,Λ
)
mG(Al,h)
+ t1 · ε,
where the constant t1 ≥ 0 only depends on the parameters η, θ, ϑ given by the definition of
the weight function w. We emphasize at this point that the fact that the parameters n,M
(and hence also l) can be chosen independently of h is justified by the observation that the
validity of Lemma 3.15 depends on the invariance properties of Al,h with respect to the prototile
sets, combined with the fact that limlmG(∂K(Al,h))/mG(Al,h) = 0 uniformly over h for all
K ∈ RK(G).
Exploiting the sub-additivity property (W3) of w and recalling Al,h := TRTΛ (δ,ml)h \ Slg˜l,h we
find that
w
(
TRTΛ (δ,ml)h,Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
≤ mG(Sl)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
· w
(
Slg˜l,h,Λ
)
mG(Sl)
+
mG(Al,h)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
· w
(
Al,h,Λ
)
mG(Al,h)
+ t2 · ε
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for some constant t2 ≥ 0 which only depends on the sub-additivity parameter θ of w. Recall
that l ≥ M ≥ m0. Thus, we can combine the latter inequality with the inequality (6) and
mG(Sl) = mG(T
′
l ) in order to obtain
w
(
TRTΛ (δ,ml)h,Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
≤ mG(T
′
l )
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
·
(
w(Sl,Λ)
mG(T ′l )
+
11
10
ς
)
+
mG(Al,h)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
· w
(
Al,h,Λ
)
mG(Al,h)
+ t2 · ε.
Invoking the sub-additivity induced by the above ε-quasi tilings and using the basic inequality
mG(Al,h) ≤ mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml)), the latter inequality transforms to
w
(
TRTΛ (δ,ml)h,Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
≤ mG(T
′
l )
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
·
(
w(Sl,Λ)
mG(T ′l )
+
11
10
ς
)
+
mG(Al,h)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
·
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈Cl,hi
mG(S
ε
i c)
mG(Al,h)
w
(
Sεi c,Λ
)
mG(Sεi c)
+ (t1 + t2) · ε.
Note that the tiling properties (T1)-(T4) from Definition 3.12 yield
(1− 2ε) ≤
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈Cl,hi
mG(S
ε
i c)
mG(Al,h)
≤ 1
1− ε .
Furthermore, the inequality (5) leads to
mG(T
′
l )
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
·
(
w(Sl,Λ)
mG(T ′l )
+
11
10
ς
)
≤ mG(T
′
l )
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
· (ν+ − 9
10
ς
)
for l ≥M ≥ Lς . Recall that we have chosen n ≥ nε and Sεi ∈ {Tk : k ≥ max{i, n}}. Thus,
w
(
Sεi c, Λ
)
mG(Sεi c)
≤ w+(Sεi ,Λ) ≤ ν+ + ε
holds for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε), all l ≥M , each h ∈ G and each c ∈ C l,hi .
Since Λ is almost tempered repetitive the repetitivity portion ζ : [0, 1)→ [0, 1] of Λ with respect
to T = (Tm) is positive everywhere and in particular, we have
inf
m∈N
mG(Tm)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,m))
= ζ(δ) > 0.
We set aε := (1 − 2ε) if ν+ ≤ 0 and aε := (1 − ε)−1 if ν+ > 0 and t3 := t1 + t2. Since
aεν
+ − ν+ ≥ 0, we finally derive from the above estimates
w
(
TRTΛ (δ,ml)h,Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
≤ mG(T
′
l )
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
(
ν+ − 9
10
ς
)
+
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))−mG(T
′
l )
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
(
aεν
+ +
ε
1− ε
)
+ t3ε
≤aεν+ − mG(T
′
l )
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
(
aεν
+ −
(
ν+ − 9
10
ς
))
+ (t3 + 2)ε
≤aεν+ − ζ(δ) ·
(
aεν
+ − ν+ + 9
10
ς
)
+ (t3 + 2)ε,
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for all l ≥ M and all h ∈ G, where the tempered repetitivity was used in the last step. Thus,
taking the supremum over all h ∈ G on the left hand side of the latter inequality and sending
l→∞, we find that
ν+ ≤ aεν+ − ζ(δ) ·
(
aεν
+ − ν+ + 9
10
ς
)
+ (t3 + 2)ε.
By sending ε → 0, we obtain ν+ ≤ ν+ − 9/10ζ(δ)ς and since both ς and ζ(δ) are positive
numbers, we have arrived at a contradiction. Hence, we conclude ν+ = ν− in the case (A).
The case (B) is much easier to handle. We assume with no loss of generality that
lim
l→∞
mG(Tml)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
= 1.
Then there is some Mς ∈ N such that suph∈GmG(Al,h)
(
mG
(
TRTΛ (δ,ml)
))−1
< ς5η for all l ≥ Mς ,
where η > 0 is the boundedness constant of w as of the property (W2). Increasing Mς if
necessary we can assume that suph∈GmG(∂L(Al,h))
(
mG
(
TRTΛ (δ,ml)
))−1
< 110ς(max{1, η, θ})−1
and mG(∂L(Sl))mG(Sl) <
1
10 ς(max{1, θ})−1 for all L ∈ {J,B, I} and each l ≥Mς , where J,B, I ⊆ G are
compact and θ ≥ 0 depend on the weight function w. We now fix l ≥Mς . By the choice of g˜l,h,
the inequalities (5) and (6) together with mG(Sl) = mG(T
′
l ) imply
w
(
Slg˜l,h, Λ
)
mG(Sl)
≤ w
(
Sl, Λ
)
mG(Sl)
+
11
10
ς ≤ ν+ − 9
10
ς
for all l ≥Mς and each h ∈ G. Then mG(∂L(C)) = mG(∂L(Cg)), the sub-additivity (W3) with
constant θ ≥ 0 (given by w) and the imposed invariance conditions imply
w
(
TRTΛ (δ,ml)h, Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
≤ w
(
Slg˜l,h, Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
+
w
(
Al,h, Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
+ θ · mG(∂B(Sl))
mG(Sl)
+ θ · mG(∂B(Al,h))
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
≤ w
(
Slg˜l,h, Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
+
w
(
Al,h, Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
+
1
5
ς
≤ w
(
Al,h, Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
+ ν+ − 9
10
ς +
1
5
ς
for all l ≥ Mς and all h ∈ G. Invoking Remark 3.9 with constant η > 0 applied to w
(
Al,h, Λ
)
,
then the invariance condition on Al,h and the implications explained at the beginning of the
proof of case (B) yield
w
(
TRTΛ (δ,ml)h, Λ
)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
≤ η · mG(Al,h)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
+ η · mG(∂J(Al,h))
mG(TRTΛ (δ,ml))
+ ν+ − 9
10
ς +
1
5
ς
≤ 1
5
ς +
1
10
ς + ν+ − 9
10
ς +
1
5
ς = ν+ − 2
5
ς.
for all l ≥ Mς and all h ∈ G. Thus, by taking first the supremum over all h ∈ G and then
sending l→∞ we arrive at
ν+ ≤ ν+ − 2
5
ς,
which is a contradiction since ς > 0. ✷
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4. Unique ergodicity
4.1. Unique ergodicity from tempered repetitivity. We are now in a position to deduce
Theorem 1.2 from our abstract sub-additive convergence theorem, Theorem 3.1. The idea to
connect ergodicity properties of dynamical systems Gy X to the existence of limits of the form
limm→∞
w(Tm,Λ)
mG(Tm)
for some class of almost-additive functions w : RK(G) × X → R and strong
Følner exhaustion sequence (Tm), is well-established in the abelian case [DL01, Len02, LP03,
FR14]. While the proof of the sub-additive convergence theorem was more complicated in the
non-abelian case than in the abelian case, the application to the unique ergodicity statement is
not much different, hence we will be brief.
For the remainder of this subsection we work in the setting of Theorem 1.2. Thus T = (Tm) is a
strong Følner exhaustion sequence in an amenable unimodular lcsc group G and Λ is a weighted
Delone set in G, which is almost tempered repetitive with respect to T . We then denote by
HΛ the hull of Λ. In order to apply Theorem 3.1 in this context, we need to construct suitable
weight functions.
Given f ∈ C(HΛ), we define the mapping
(8) wf : RK(G) ×HΛ → R, w(T,Π) :=
∫
T
f(g.Π) dmG(g).
Proposition 4.1. For every f ∈ C(HΛ), the function wf given by (8) is an almost sub-additive
weight function over HΛ.
Proof. We have to check Axioms (W1) – (W4): (W1) holds by the convention of the empty
integral being equal to 0. Furthermore, (W2) holds with J = ∅ and η = ‖f‖∞. The additivity
of the integral yield (W3) (which holds as an equality) with B = ∅ and θ = 0. As for (W4), a
straight forward integral substitution allows us to choose ϑ = 0 and I = ∅. ✷
The key step is now to show that for f ∈ C(HΛ) the weight function wf is actually admissible,
i.e. that it also satisfies Axiom (W5). We will use the fact that, by the same proof as in the
abelian case [MR13, FR14], a metric generating the weak-∗-topology on HΛ is defined via
d∗(Φ,Π) := min
{
c∗, inf{δ > 0 :
∣∣δΦ(Bδ(y))−δΠ(Bδ(y))∣∣ < δ for all y ∈ (B1/δ∩P )∪(B1/δ∩Q)}}
where Φ := (P,α),Π = (Q,β) ∈ HΛ and c∗ > 0 are such that Bc∗ ⊆ U and c∗ < (2σ)−1. We
will use this metric in the proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. For every f ∈ C(HΛ) the weight function wf is admissible with respect to any
strong Følner exhaustion sequence (Tm).
Proof. We fix f ∈ C(HΛ), a strong Følner exhaustion sequence (Tm) and some ε > 0 throughout.
We then have to show the existence of some δ > 0 and an m0 ∈ N such that for all m ≥ m0, we
have the implication
(9) dT−1m (Π,Θ) ≤ δ =⇒
∣∣wf (Tm,Π)− wf (Tm,Θ)∣∣ ≤ ε ·mG(Tm) .
Since f is uniformly continuous on the compact space HΛ, there is a 0 < δ < c∗ such that the
condition d∗(Π,Θ) ≤ δ implies |f(Π) − f(Θ)| ≤ ε3 . Since (Tm) is a strong Følner exhaustion
sequence and B := B1/δ ∈ RK(G), we find some m0 ∈ N such that mG(∂B(Tm))mG(Tm) ≤
ε
3‖f‖∞ and
B ⊆ Tm for all m ≥ m0. It follows that for all Θ ∈ HΛ,∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Tm
f(g.Θ) dg −
∫
Tm\∂B(Tm)
f(g.Θ) dg
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∫
∂B(Tm)
|f(g.Θ)| dg ≤ ‖f‖∞mG(∂B(Tm)) ≤ ε
3
mG(Tm) .
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Note that since e ∈ B and B = B−1, we deduce Bg ⊆ Tm for g ∈ Tm \ ∂B(Tm). Let Θ,Π ∈ HΛ
such that dT−1m (Π,Θ) ≤ δ. Thus, we conclude dg−1B−1(Π,Θ) ≤ δ, and hence dB(g.Π, g.Θ) =
dB−1(g.Π, g.Θ) ≤ δ for all g ∈ Tm \ ∂B(Tm). Since δ < c∗, d∗(g.Π, g.Θ) < δ follows by the
definition of d∗ for all g ∈ Tm \ ∂B(Tm). Thus, g ∈ Tm \ ∂B(Tm) yields |f(g.Π) − f(g.Θ)| ≤ ε3
and we arrive at∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Tm\∂B(Tm)
f(g.Π) dg −
∫
Tm\∂B(Tm)
f(g.Θ) dg
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∫
Tm\∂B(Tm)
|f(g.Π) − f(g.Θ)| dg
≤ ε
3
mG((Tm \ ∂B(Tm)) ≤ ε
3
mG(Tm) .
Now (9) follows from the triangle inequality. ✷
We can now prove unique ergodicity for almost tempered repetitive Delone sets Λ in G.
Proof.[of Theorem 1.2] Suppose that Λ is almost tempered repetitive with respect to the strong
Følner exhaustion sequence (Tm). Let f ∈ C(HΛ). Since wf as considered above is an admissible
weight function we deduce from Theorem 3.1 that there is a number I(f) ∈ R such that
I(f) = lim
n→∞
wf (Tm,Π)
mG(Tm)
= lim
m→∞
1
mG(Tm)
∫
Tm
f(g.Π) dg
for all Π ∈ HΛ. We claim that for an arbitrary G-invariant Borel probability measure ν on
HΛ, we get I(f) =
∫
HΛ f dν. Indeed, combining the latter limit relation with the dominated
convergence theorem, Fubini’s theorem and the G-invariance of ν, we arrive at
I(f) =
∫
HΛ
lim
m→∞
1
mG(Tm)
∫
Tm
f(g.Π) dg dν(Π) = lim
m→∞
1
mG(Tm)
∫
Tm
∫
HΛ
f(g.Π) dν(Π) dg
= lim
m→∞
1
mG(Tm)
∫
Tm
∫
HΛ
f(Π) dν(Π) dg =
∫
HΛ
f(Π) dν(Π).
This shows that for any two G-invariant Borel probability measures ν1 and ν2 we obtain∫
HΛ
f(Π) dν1(Π) = I(f) =
∫
HΛ
f(Π) dν2(Π)
for all f ∈ C(HΛ). This in turn is equivalent to ν1 = ν2. ✷
4.2. Geodesic metrics on groups of polynomial growth. We recall from [Bre14] that a
lcsc group G is said to have polynomial growth if it is compactly generated and for some (hence
any) compact symmetric generating set Ω there exist constants C ≥ 1 and k ∈ N such that
mG(Ω
n) ≤ C · nk.
Theorem 4.3 (Breuillard’s volume growth formula, [Bre14, Theorem 1.1]). Let G be a lcsc
group of polynomial growth. Then there exists d(G) ∈ N0 and for every compact symmetric
generating set Ω there exists a constant c(Ω) > 0 such that
(10) lim
n→∞
mG(Ω
n)
nd(G)
= c(Ω).
We will apply this to the study of metrics on connected Lie groups of polynomial growth. We
recall first that every connected Lie group admits a geodesic left-admissible metric. Indeed, any
choice of inner product on the Lie algebra of G will induce a left-invariant Riemannian metric
on G, and the corresponding metric will have the desired properties.
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From now on we assume that G connected Lie group of polynomial growth and that d is a
geodesic left-admissible metric on G. We denote by Bn, respectively Bn the open, respectively
closed balls of radius n around e and given g ∈ G abbreviate ‖g‖ := d(g, e).
Lemma 4.4. Bn = B
n
1 for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Let x ∈ Bn with α := ‖x‖ and m := ⌈α⌉ − 1 ≤ n − 1. Choose a geodesic γ in G with
γ(0) = e and γ(α) = x, and for k = 1, . . . , n define yk := γ(k − 1)−1γ(k). Then
x = y1 · · · ym(γ(m)−1x) ∈ Bm+11 ⊂ Bn1 ,
and hence Bn ⊂ Bn1 . The converse inclusion is immediate from left-invariance and the triangle
inequality. ✷
Corollary 4.5. Let G be a connected Lie group of polynomial growth and d be a geodesic left-
admissible metric on G, and let d(G) as in (10).
(i) d is of strict volume growth of degree d(G), i.e. there exists a constant κ = κd such that
κ−1rd(G) ≤ mG(Br) ≤ κrd(G) for all r > 0.
(ii) We have
lim
t→∞
mG(Bt+r)
mG(Bt)
= 1 for all r > 0.
(iii) (Bn) is a strong Følner exhaustion sequence.
Proof. We apply (10) to Ω := B1 and use that mG(Br) = mG(Br) for all r > 0. Then (i)
follows immediately in view of Lemma 4.4, and for (ii) we compute
1 ≤ lim
t→∞
mG(Bt+r)
mG(Bt)
≤ lim
t→∞
mG(Ω
⌈t⌉+⌈r⌉)
(⌈t⌉+ ⌈r⌉)d(G) ·
⌊t⌋d(G)
mG(Ω⌊t⌋)
· (⌈t⌉+ ⌈r⌉)
d(G)
⌊t⌋d(G) = 1.
for all r > 0. It thus remains to show (iii) only. Since d generates the topology we have
Bm ⊂ B˚m+1, and hence (Br) is a strong exhaustion sequence. Moreover, every compact set K
is bounded, hence contained in some BrK . Since the metric is left-invariant we have BrBs ⊆ Br+s
for r, s > 0, and hence
∂K(Bt) = K
−1Bt ∩K−1
(
G \Bt
)
⊆ BrKBt ∩BrK
(
G \Bt
) ⊆ BrK+t \Bt−rK
for all t > rK . We thus obtain
lim sup
n→∞
mG(∂K(Bn))
mG(Bn)
≤ lim
n→∞
mG(Bn+rK )
mG(Bn)
− lim
n→∞
mG(Bn−rK )
mG(B(n−rk)+rk)
= 1− 1 = 0.
This shows that (Bn) is a strong Følner sequence and finishes the proof. ✷
Remark 4.6. Let us call a metric d on a lcsc group G of polynomial growth convenient, if it
satisfies (i) and (ii) (and hence also (iii)) above. In some cases, it is easy to check these properties
directly without checking that the metric is geodesic. While we will be mostly interested in
connected Lie group of polynomial growth and geodesic left-admissible metric, everything we
say below will also apply to convenient metrics on lcsc group G of polynomial growth.
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Example 4.7. Consider the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group G = C× R with group law given
by
(z, t) · (w, s) = (z + w, t+ s− 2 Im zw)
and note that for z ∈ C and t ∈ R we have
(z, t)−1 = (−z,−t).
The Koranyi norm ‖ · ‖ : G→ [0,∞)∥∥(z, t)∥∥ := 4√|z|4 + 16t2
defines a group norm on the Heisenberg group and hence gives rise to a left-invariant metric dG
on G via
dG(g, h) = ‖g−1h‖.
Since the Koranyi norm is bounded above and below by suitable powers of the Euclidean norm on
C×R ∼= R3, the metric dG is proper and defines the group topology. Thus, dG is left-admissible.
Concerning the Haar measure of balls in G we compute using polar coordinates that
mG(BR) =
∫ ∫
x2+y2≤R2
1
4
√
R4−(x2+y2)2∫
− 1
4
√
R4−(x2+y2)2
1 ds dx dy
=
∫ R
0
r
(∫ 2π
0
( 14√R4−r4∫
− 1
4
√
R4−r4
1 ds
)
dθ
)
dr
= 2π ·
∫ R
0
r · 1
2
√
R4 − r4 dr
= π ·
∫ R
0
r ·
√
R4 − r4 dr.
The substitution s = r2 leads to
mG(BR) =
π
2
∫ R2
0
√
R4 − s2 ds = π
2
· (R
2)2 · π
4
=
π2
8
R4,
since the above integral is equal to the area of the quarter circle with radius R2, which is
(R2)2π/4. In particular,
lim
t→∞
mG(Bt+r)
mG(Bt)
= lim
t→∞
(t+ r)4
t4
= 1 for all r > 0.
and hence dG is a convenient metric on the Heisenberg group.
4.3. Tempered repetitivity vs. linear repetitivity. Throughout this subsection we fix a
connected Lie group of polynomial growth and a geodesic left-admissible metric d on G. The
metric d then yields a preferred strong Følner sequence (Bn), and we are going to express
(almost) tempered repetitivity with respect to this strong Følner sequence in purely metric
terms. This will connect our theory to the more classical notions of (almost) linear repetitivity.
We recall the definitions, starting with the almost case:
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Definition 4.8. A weighted Delone set Λ in G is called almost linearly repetitive if it is almost
repetitive and there exists some function cΛ : (0,∞)→ (0,∞) such that ̺(δ,R) := cΛ(δ)R is an
almost repetitivity function.
As in the proof of Proposition 2.4 one sees that for weighted Delone sets with FLC, the following
stronger property holds:
Definition 4.9. A weighted Delone set Λ on G is called linearly repetitive if it is repetitive and
there exists a constant cΛ such that ρ(R) = cΛR is a repetitivity function.
We emphasize that (almost) linear repetitivity is a metric notion, whereas (almost) tempered
repetitivity is a notion relative to a given strong Følner exhaustion sequence. However, we have
the following relation.
Proposition 4.10. Assume that G is a connected Lie group of polynomial growth and that d
is a geodesic left-admissible metric on G. Then for a weighted Delone set Λ in G the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) Λ is almost linearly repetitive with respect to d.
(ii) Λ is almost tempered repetitive with respect to every strong Følner exhaustion sequence of
the form T = (Brn) with rn ր∞ and supn |rn+1 − rn| <∞.
(iii) Λ is almost tempered repetitive with respect to the strong Følner exhaustion sequence (Bn).
If Λ has FLC, then we can drop the word “almost” from the above equivalences.
Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii): Assume that Λ is almost linearly repetitive with almost repetitivity function
̺(δ,R) = cΛ(δ) · R (where cΛ = cΛ(0) in the FLC case), and let T = (Tm), where Tm := Brm.
We then have RTΛ (δ,m) ≤ cΛ(δ)rm for all m ∈ N which leads to the estimate
inf
m∈N
mG(Tm)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,m))
≥ inf
m∈N
κ−1 · rd(G)m
mG(BcΛ(δ)·rm)
≥ κ−2cΛ(δ)−d(G) > 0.
Hence, the repetitivity portion of Λ is bounded from below by ζ(δ) ≥ κ−2 · cΛ(δ)−d(G) which is
positive. This shows that Λ is almost tempered repetitive w.r.t. T .
(ii) =⇒ (iii): This is obvious.
(iii) =⇒ (i): Assume that Λ is almost tempered repetitive with respect to T = (Bn). Now let
R ≥ 1 and m := ⌊R⌋+1 such that m ∈ N with m ≥ 2 and m−1 ≤ R < m. By assumption, there
is a function ζ : [0, 1) → [0, 1] with ζ(δ) > 0 for all δ > 0 (and in the FLC case ζ0 = ζ(0) > 0)
and such that
0 < ζ(δ) ≤ mG(Tm)
mG(TRTΛ (δ,m))
.
Using that G is of strict volume growth, we get
RTΛ (δ,m) <
(
κ2
ζ(δ)
)1/d(G)
·m.
On the other hand, m ≤ (m− 1) + 1 ≤ R + R = 2R. Further, by definition of the repetitivity
index and since R ≤ m, every BR-pattern δ-occurs in hT˚RTΛ (δ,m) = BRTΛ (δ,m)(h) for all h ∈ G.
This implies that ̺(δ,R) := 2 ·
(
κ2
ζ(δ)
)1/d(G) ·R is an almost repetitivity function for Λ. ✷
In our present situation we can thus restate Theorem 1.2 in purely metric terms:
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Theorem 4.11. Assume that G is a connected Lie group of polynomial growth and that d is a
geodesic left-admissible metric on G. If a weighted Delone set Λ in G is almost linearly repetitive
with respect to d, then its hull HΛ is uniquely ergodic. 
The theorem and its proof remain valid if d is a convenient metric on a lcsc group of polyno-
mial growth. In particular, in view of Example 4.7 we have established Theorem 1.1 from the
introduction.
5. Two applications
This section is devoted to the proofs of the Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4.
If (Tm) is a (left) Følner sequence, then limm
mG(∂K(Tm))
mG(Tm)
= 0 for every compact K ⊆ G. In
order to prove Corollary 1.3 and Corollary 1.4, we need that for a suitable boundary notion a
similar fraction goes to zero for (T−1m ) which will be a (right)-Følner sequence. In light of this
define the (right)-K-boundary of S by
∂˜K(T ) := TK
−1 ∩ (G \ T )K−1.
The following is a simple modification of [Pog14a, Lemma 2.3] for ∂K replaced by ∂˜K .
Lemma 5.1. Let K,L, S, T ⊆ G. Then the following assertion hold true.
(a) ∂˜K(S ∪ T ) ⊆ ∂˜K(T ) ∪ ∂˜K(S),
(b) ∂˜K(S \ T ) ⊆ ∂˜K(T ) ∪ ∂˜K(S),
(c) ∂˜K(T ) ⊆ ∂˜L(S) if K ⊆ L,
(d) ∂˜K
(
∂˜L(T )
) ⊆ ∂˜KL(T ),
(e) if e ∈ K, then xK ⊆ ∂˜K−1(T ) ∪ T holds for each x ∈ T .
Furthermore, if (Tm) is a strong Følner exhaustion sequence then (T
−1
m ) is an exhaustion se-
quence and for every compact K ⊆ G,
lim
m→∞
mG(∂˜K(T
−1
m ))
mG(T
−1
m )
= 0.
Proof. Assertion (a)-(c) are immediate from the definition of ∂˜K(T ). As for assertion (d) we
note that
∂˜K
(
∂˜L(T )
) ⊆ {g ∈ G : there is an x ∈ K such that gx ∈ ∂˜L(T )} = ∂˜L(T )K−1.
The claim now follows from
∂˜L(T )K
−1 =
(
TL−1 ∩ (G \ T )L−1)K−1 ⊆ TL−1K−1 ∩ (G \ T )L−1K−1
= T
(
KL
)−1 ∩ (G \ T )(KL)−1.
Assertion (e) is proven as follows. Let x ∈ T and g ∈ xK. If g ∈ T there is nothing to prove.
Otherwise g ∈ G \ T and so g ∈ (G \ T )K as e ∈ K. Since g ∈ TK, we derive g ∈ ∂K−1(T ).
Suppose (Tm) is a strong Følner exhaustion sequence. Then clearly (T
−1
m ) is an exhaustion
sequence. Since G is unimodular, mG(S) = mG(S
−1) holds for all S ∈ RK(G). Thus,
mG
(
∂˜K(T
−1
m )
)
= mG
(
T−1m K
−1 ∩ (G \ T−1m )K−1
)
= mG
(
KTm ∩K(G \ Tm)
)
= mG
(
∂K−1(Tm)
)
holds for each compact K ⊆ G and m ∈ N. Hence, limm→∞ mG(∂˜K(T
−1
m ))
mG(T
−1
m )
= 0 follows as (Tm) is
a strong Følner sequence and mG(Tm) = mG(T
−1
m ). ✷
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Equality of upper and lower Banach density. The upper and lower Banach density for a
weighted Delone set Π along a Følner sequence (Tm) are defined by
d(Π) := lim sup
m→∞
sup
g∈G
δΠ(gT
−1
m )
mG(Tm)
and d(Π) := lim inf
m→∞ infg∈G
δΠ(gT
−1
m )
mG(Tm)
.
The above limit inferior and limit superior are actually limits by Lemma 3.16 and Remark 3.17
as the almost sub-additive weight function w(S,Π) := δΠ(S
−1) is actually additive, see below.
Invoking Theorem 3.1, we show in Corollary 1.3 that the upper Banach density and the lower
Banach density coincide if Π is an almost tempered repetitive weighted Delone set.
Proof.[of Corollary 1.3] Let Λ be a weighted Delone set in G that is almost tempered repetitive
with respect to a strong Følner exhaustion sequence (Tm). We seek to prove that
bΛ := lim
m→∞
δΠ(T
−1
m )
mG(Tm)
exists uniformly in Π ∈ HΛ. Due to Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show that w : RK(G) × HΛ →
R, w(K,Π) := δΠ(K
−1), is an admissible (almost sub-)additive weight function. Recall that Π
is a Radon measure on G. Thus, w satisfies (W1) and (W3) with B = ∅ and θ = 0. Recall
that h∗δΠ(S) := δΠ(h−1S) holds for any h ∈ G and S ∈ RK(G). Let K ∈ RK(G), h ∈ G and
Π ∈ HΛ, then
w(Kh−1, h.Π) = h∗δΠ
(
(Kh−1)−1
)
= h∗δΠ
(
hK−1
)
= δΠ(K
−1) = w(K,Π)
holds implying (W4) with I = ∅ and ϑ = 0.
Recall that for each Π = (Q,β) ∈ HΛ, Q is a (U,K)-Delone set where e ∈ U holds without loss
of generality. Let Q be an arbitrary left-U -uniformly discrete subset of G. It is straightforward
to show that there exists a V ⊆ G open (only depending on U) satisfying e ∈ V , V −1 = V and
xV ∩ yV = ∅ for all x, y ∈ Q and every left-U -uniformly discrete set Q. By the assertion (e) of
Lemma 5.1 one obtains that for each S ∈ RK(G) and x ∈ S we have xV ⊆ ∂˜V (S) ∪ S. Thus,
♯(S ∩Q) =
∑
x∈S∩Q
mG(xV )
mG(V )
=
1
mG(V )
mG
(⊔
x∈S∩Q xV
)
≤ 1
mG(V )
(
mG(∂˜V (S)) +mG(S)
)
follows.
Let L,K ∈ RK(G) with K ⊆ L and Π = (Q,β) ∈ HΛ. Since δΠ(S) =
∑
x∈Q β(x)δx(S), we
obtain ∣∣w(L,Π) − w(K,Π)∣∣ = δΠ((L \K)−1) ≤ σ · ♯((L \K)−1 ∩Q)
≤ σ
mG(V )
(
mG(∂˜V (L
−1)) +mG(∂˜V (K
−1)) +mG(L \K)
)
,
where we used β(x) ≤ σ and ∂˜V (L−1 \K−1) ⊆ ∂˜V (L−1)∪ ∂˜V (K−1). By the symmetry of V and
the unimodularity of G, we observe that
mG
(
∂˜V (L
−1)
)
= mG
(
L−1V ∩ (G \ L−1)V ) = mG(V L ∩ V (G \ L)) = mG(∂V (L))
and likewise for K. Hence, w satisfies (W2) with η := σ
mG(V )
and J := V . It remains to prove
the Condition (W5).
Let ε > 0 and suppose that V is chosen as before. Fix 0 < δ < 1 such that B2δ ⊆ V and
δ < min
{
σ−1
2 ,
mG(V )
2+4σ ε
}
. Due to Lemma 5.1, there is an m0 ∈ N such that mG(∂˜V 3(T−1m )) ≤
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δmG(T
−1
m ) holds for m ≥ m0. We use the properties (a)-(d) subsequently. Let m ≥ m0 and
Π = (Q,β),Φ = (P,α) ∈ HΛ be such that dT−1m (Π,Φ) < δ where as defined in the equalities (1)
and (2), we have
dT−1m (Φ,Π) = inf
{
δ > 0 :
∣∣δΦ(Bδ(x))− δΠ(Bδ(x))∣∣ < δ for all x ∈ (T−1m ∩ P ) ∪ (T−1m ∩Q)}.
Set S1 := T
−1
m \ ∂˜V (T−1m ). Thus, for each x ∈ S1 ∩ P , xV ⊆ T−1m follows. Let x ∈ S1 ∩ P . Since
Q is U -uniformly discrete, Bδ ⊆ V and∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
y∈Q∩B2δ(x)
β(y)− α(x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣δΦ(Bδ(x)) − δΠ(Bδ(x))∣∣ < δ < σ−1,
we conclude that there is a unique yx ∈ T−1m ∩Q such that yx ∈ Bδ(x) and |α(x) − β(yx)| < δ.
Let S2 := T
−1
m \ ∂˜V 2(T−1m ). Then y ∈ S2 ∩Q implies yV ⊆ S1. Thus, |δΠ(Bδ(y))− δΦ(Bδ(y))| <
δ < σ−1 implies as before that there is a unique xy ∈ P ∩ S1 satisfying xy ∈ Bδ(y) and
|α(xy)− β(y)| < δ. Consequently, S2 ∩Q ⊆ {yx : x ∈ S1 ∩ P}. Hence,
(T−1m ∩Q) ⊆ {yx : x ∈ S1 ∩ P} ∪ (∂˜V 2(T−1m ) ∩Q)
follows. With this at hand, we derive
∣∣w(Tm,Φ)− w(Tm,Π)∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
x∈T−1m ∩P
α(x)−
∑
y∈T−1m ∩Q
β(x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
x∈S1∩P
|α(x) − β(yx)|+ σ
(
♯
(
∂˜V (T
−1
m ) ∩ P
)
+ ♯
(
∂˜
V
2(T−1m ) ∩Q
))
.
By Lemma 5.1 (c) and the choice m0, we have mG(∂˜V (T
−1
m )) ≤ δmG(T−1m ). Since ♯(S ∩D) ≤
1
mG(V )
(
mG(∂˜V (S)) + mG(S)
)
for any U -uniformly set D and any S ∈ RK(G), the previous
considerations lead to∣∣w(Tm,Φ)− w(Tm,Π)∣∣ ≤ δ
mG(V )
(
mG(∂˜V (T
−1
m )) +mG(T
−1
m )
)
+
σ
mG(V )
(
mG
(
∂˜V
(
∂˜V (T
−1
m )
))
+mG(∂˜V (T
−1
m )) +mG
(
∂˜V
(
∂˜
V
2(T−1m )
))
+mG
(
∂˜
V
2(T−1m )
))
.
Since ∂˜I(∂˜J(S)) ⊆ ∂˜IJ(S) holds by Lemma 5.1 (d), the estimate∣∣w(Tm,Φ)− w(Tm,Π)∣∣ ≤ 2 + 4σ
mG(V )
δmG(T
−1
m ) ≤ εmG(Tm)
is derived using mG(T
−1
m ) = mG(Tm) which holds as G is unimodular. Thus, w satisfies (W5).
✷
Uniform convergence of the IDS. We briefly sketch the model outlined in [LSV11] and in
[PS16]. In order to be consistent with the previous sections we will consider Cayley graphs
with a left-invariant metric as well as pattern equivalence defined by left translations. (In the
mentioned papers the authors consider translations from the right but also deal with left Følner
sequences.)
We suppose that Γ is an amenable countable group generated by a finite symmetric set S ⊂ Γ.
For the Haar measure on Γ we fix the normalized counting measuremΓ which satisfiesmΓ({e}) =
1 for the identity element e ∈ Γ.
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Recall for finitely generated groups, Følner sequences (Fn) consist of non-empty finite sets such
that for all s ∈ S, one has
lim
n→∞
mΓ
(
Fn△ sFn
)
mΓ(Fn)
= 0.
This definition is equivalent to the notion of strong Følner sequences in the above sense by
[PS16, Lemma 2.7 (d)]. The generating set S comes with a natural left-invariant word metric.
Precisely, for g, h ∈ Γ, one defines
dS(g, h) = min{L ∈ N : there are s1, s2, . . . , sL ∈ S s.t. s1s2 · · · sL = g−1h}.
In the following we write
BSn (g) := {h ∈ Γ : dS(g, h) < n}
for g ∈ Γ and n ∈ N.
Each group Γ generated by a symmetric set S comes with a Cayley graph with vertices given
by Γ and two elements g, h ∈ Γ are connected by an edge if there exists some s ∈ S such that
gs = h. We write Cay(Γ, S) for this graph.
We consider a coloring C ∈ A Γ of the group Γ which is nothing but a map C : Γ → A, where
A is a finite set whose elements are called colors. Moreover, by assigning to each color in
a ∈ A a different positive number ta > 0 we can identify C with the weighted Delone set (Γ, δC),
where δC :=
∑
x∈Γ tC(x)δ{x}on Γ. With a slight abuse of terminology and notation we consider
a coloring C both as mappings Γ→ A and as weighted Delone sets in the above form. Given C,
we define its hull by
HC := {g.C : g ∈ Γ},
where the closure is taken with respect to the product topology in A Γ induced from the discrete
topology on A. Since A is finite, it is straight forward to see that this product topology coincides
with the weak-∗-topology of the associated measures, see Appendix B. A coloring C is called
tempered repetitive with respect to a strong Følner exhaustion sequence (Tm) if the weighted
Delone set (Γ, δC) is tempered repetitive with respect to the same strong Følner exhaustion
sequence (Tm). If C is tempered repetitive with respect to (Tm), then it follows from Corollary 1.2
that Γ y HC is uniquely ergodic. If C is a coloring and if C′ = (Γ, δC) is its identification as a
weighted Delone set, we define patches of C by CE := C′E, where E ⊂ Γ is finite and C′E is defined
as in Subsection 2.2.
Since characteristic functions over the cylinder sets associated with patches are continuous we
derive from Theorem 3.1 that for every colored patch E := CE with E ⊂ Γ finite, the limits
ν(E) := lim
m→∞
1
mΓ(Tm)
∑
x∈Tm
1E (x.D)
exist for all D ∈ HC , where for D′ ∈ HC , one has 1E(D′) = 1 if and only if D′E = E and 1E(D′) = 0
otherwise. This yields
ν(E) := lim
m→∞
1
mΓ(Tm)
∑
x∈Tm
1E(x.C) = lim
m→∞
mΓ
({x ∈ Tm : (x.C)E = E})
mΓ(Tm)
= lim
m→∞
mΓ
({x ∈ Tm : Cx−1E ∼= E})
mΓ(Tm)
,
where we write Cx−1E ∼= E if the color configurations on x−1E and E are translates of one
another. (This means that the patches Cx−1E and E are equivalent.) With no loss of generality
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we will assume that the identity e is contained in E since otherwise we can pick a ∈ E and
repeat the above argument with the coloring D := a.C and the patch Ca−1E instead of C and E .
Furthermore, the sequence (T−1m ) is a right-Følner sequence, see Lemma 5.1. Thus,
lim
m→∞
mΓ
({y ∈ Γ : y−1E ⊆ T−1m })
mΓ(Tm)
= lim
m→∞
mΓ
({y ∈ Tm : y−1E ⊆ T−1m })
mΓ(Tm)
= 1.
Consequently, we arrive at
ν(E) = lim
m→∞
mΓ
({z ∈ Γ : z−1E ⊆ T−1m ∧ Cz−1E ∼= E})
mΓ(Tm)
for every colored patch E := CE with E ⊂ Γ finite. In the setting of [PS16, Section 5] with right
translations of patches replaced by left translations of patches the latter condition is equivalent
to
ν(E) = lim
m→∞
#lE(T
−1
m )
mΓ(T
−1
m )
(11)
for all patches E := CE with E ⊂ Γ finite, where #lE(T−1m ) counts the number of left occurrences
of the pattern [E ] in T−1m . Recall that (T−1m ) is a right Følner sequence. The setting in [PS16]
is reversed: there, one deals with right occurrences of colored patterns, with a right-invariant
word metric and with left Følner sequences.
We turn to operators on the given left Cayley graph.
For a subset W ⊆ Γ we write ℓ2(W,S) for the space of functions u : W → S satisfying∑
W∈Γ ‖u(g)‖2S < ∞, where S is a finite dimensional Hilbert space with norm ‖ · ‖S . For a
finite set L ⊂ Γ and an operator H : ℓ2(Γ,S)→ ℓ2(Γ,S) we set
H[L] : ℓ2(L,S)→ ℓ2(L,S), u 7→ pLHiL u,
where iL : ℓ
2(L,S) → ℓ2(Γ,S) and pL : ℓ2(Γ,S) → ℓ2(L,S) are the canonical inclusion and
projection operators defined as
iL(u)(g) =
{
u(g) if g ∈ L,
0 otherwise
, and pL(v)(g) = v(g) for all g ∈ L.
For g, h ∈ Γ we write H(g, h) := p{g}Hi{h}.
On ℓ2(Γ,S) we now define the class of operators which is of interest to us.
Definition 5.2. Let H : ℓ2(Γ,S)→ ℓ2(Γ,S) be a self-adjoint operator with Γ, S and S as above.
Further suppose that C : Γ → A is a coloring. We say that H has finite hopping range if there
is some M ∈ N such that H(g, h) = 0 whenever dS(g, h) ≥M . We say that H is C-invariant if
there is some N ∈ N such that H(xg, xh) = H(g, h) for x, g, h ∈ Γ that satisfy
x
(C|BN (g)∪BN (h)) = C|BN (xg)∪BN (xh).
If H has finite hopping range and is C-invariant then we call R := max{M ;N} the overall range
of H.
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We now define the eigenvalue counting function for self-adjoint operators defined on finite di-
mensional Hilbert spaces. So let A : J → J be such an operator on a finite dimensional Hilbert
space J . Then we define its cumulative eigenvalue counting function as
ev(A)(E) :=
∑
λ≤E
mult(λ),
where the sum is taken over the set of all eigenvalues of A less or equal than E and mult(λ) is
the multiplicity of the eigenvalue λ.
In the sequel, we fix once and for all a self-adjoint operator H : ℓ2(Γ,S) → ℓ2(Γ,S) that has
finite hopping range and is C-invariant with respect to a coloring C : Γ→ A with overall range
R ∈ N.
Given a finite non-empty set F ⊂ Γ and E ∈ R we define
HF := H[F
R] and N(F ) : R→ N, N(F )(E) := ev (HF )(E),
where FR := {x ∈ F : BSR+1(x) ⊆ F}. Then the functions
NH(F ) : R→ [0, 1], E 7→ N(F )(E)
mΓ(F ) dim(S)(12)
are elements in the Banach space of bounded right continuous functions on R with supremum
norm, denoted by
(
BRC(R), ‖ · ‖∞
)
. They denote the empirical eigenvalue distribution of the
operators HF for non-empty finite sets F ⊂ Γ. Note that dividing by dim(S) gives the correct
normalization to obtain numbers in [0, 1] since
dim
(
ℓ2(F,S)) = mΓ(F ) · dim(S)
for finite F ⊂ Γ.
Proof.[of Corollary 1.4]. For the proof of Corollary 1.4, suppose that the coloring C : Γ → A
is tempered repetitive with respect to (Tm). Let H : ℓ
2(Γ,S) → ℓ2(Γ,S) be a self-adjoint,
C-invariant finite hopping range operator with overall range R ∈ N. Due to the existence of
the frequencies as displayed in (11) and taking into account the reversed model as in Sections 5
and 7 of [PS16], we obtain from Theorem 7.4 in [PS16] that there is some NH ∈ BRC(R) such
that
lim
m→∞
∥∥∥NHm −NH∥∥∥∞ = 0,
where Hm = H[(T
−1
m )
R] and the NHm are the empirical eigenvalue distributions as of (12). ✷
Remark 5.3. The Theorem 7.4 in [PS16] also shows that NH is the distribution function of a
probability measure µH on R.
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Appendix A. Weight functions and convergence
In this appendix we give the proofs of Lemma 3.15 and of Lemma 3.16.
Proof.[of Lemma 3.15] Fix 0 < ε < 1/10, a compact I ⊆ G as well as ζ = ε/16. Fix a strong
Følner exhaustion sequence (Sl). We first choose mI ∈ N large enough such that mG(∂I(Sk)) ≤
εmG(Sk) for all k ≥ mI . Fix n ∈ N with n ≥ mI . Using Theorem 3.13, we find prototiles
Sεi ∈ {Sl : l ≥ max{i, n}} for 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε) and δ0 > 0 such that every
(
SεN(ε)S
ε−1
N(ε), δ0
)
-invariant
compact subset A ⊆ G can be ε-quasi tiled while satisfying the properties (T1) to (T4) given
in the statement of Theorem 3.13. So in the following we assume that A is
(
SεN(ε)S
ε−1
N(ε), δ0
)
-
invariant and also (L, ε)-invariant, where L ∈ {J,B, I} and we fix finite center sets CAi ⊆ A
giving rise to an ε-quasi tiling. By Remark 3.14 (ii) we can also make sure that
(13)
mG(∂L(S
ε
i ))
mG(S
ε
i )
< ζ2,
mG(∂L(S˜
ε
i (c)))
mG(S
ε
i )
< 4ζ
for L ∈ {J,B} and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε) and c ∈ CAi .
We define
∆ =
1
mG(A)
(
v(A) −
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈CAi
v
(
Sεi c
))
,
as well as Aε := A \
⋃N(ε)
i=1
⋃
c∈CAi S˜
ε
i (c). We obtain
mG(A) ·∆ =
(
v(A)−
∑
i,c
v(S˜εi (c)) − v(Aε)
)
−
∑
i,c
(
v(Sεi c)− v(S˜εi (c))
)
+ v(Aε).
Furthermore, we use the sub-additivity property (w3) of v, combined with the general inclusions
∂E(C ∪D) ⊆ ∂E(C) ∪ ∂E(D), ∂E(C \D) ⊆ ∂E(C) ∪ ∂E(D)
for general sets C,D,E ∈ RK(G) and the triangle inequality in order to obtain
mG(A) ·∆ ≤ θ(v)
(
2 ·
∑
i,c
mG
(
∂B(S˜
ε
i (c))
)
+mG(∂B(A))
)
+
∑
i,c
∣∣v(Sεi c)− v(S˜εi (c))∣∣ + v(Aε).
Next, we use the almost monotonicity condition (w2) to find that
mG(A) ·∆ ≤θ(v)
(
2 ·
∑
i,c
mG
(
∂B(S˜
ε
i (c))
)
+mG(∂B(A))
)
+ v(Aε)
+ η(v)
(∑
i,c
mG
(
Sεi c \ S˜εi (c)
))
+ η(v)
∑
i,c
mG
(
∂J(S˜
ε
i (c))
)
+ η(v)
∑
i,c
mG
(
∂J(S
ε
i c)
)
.
In view of the conditions (w1) and (w2) (and the above set inclusions for boundaries), we also
have
v(Aε) ≤ |v(Aε)| ≤ η(v)
(
mG(Aε) +mG(∂J(A)) +
∑
i,c
mG
(
∂J(S˜
ε
i (c)
))
.
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Plugging this into the above inequality and using mG(S
ε
i c \ S˜εi (c)) < ε along with the invariance
conditions on the prototiles, cf. equality (13) and ζ2 ≤ 4ζ, we arrive at
mG(A) ·∆ ≤θ(v)8ζ
∑
i,c
mG(S
ε
i c) + θ(v)mG(∂B(A)) + η(v)mG(Aε) + η(v)mG(∂J(A))
+ η(v)4ζ
∑
i,c
mG(S
ε
i c) + η(v)ε
∑
i,c
mG(S
ε
i c) + η(v)4ζ
∑
i,c
mG(S
ε
i c)
+ η(v)4ζ
∑
i,c
mG(S
ε
i c).
By the tiling property (T4) of Theorem 3.13 and using the fact that
∑
i
∑
cmG(S
ε
i c) ≤ 2mG(A),
we get
∆ ≤ 16θ(v)ζ + θ(v)mG(∂B(A))
mG(A)
+ 2η(v)ε + η(v)
mG(∂J(A))
mG(A)
+ 8η(v)ζ
+2η(v)ε + 8η(v)ζ + 8η(v)ζ.
We finally use the additional invariance assumptions on A, i.e. mG(∂J(A)) ≤ εmG(A) and
mG(∂B(A)) ≤ εmG(A). Hence, the choice ζ = ε/16 finally leads to
∆ ≤ 2θ(v) · ε+ 8η(v) · ε.
✷
For the proof of Lemma 3.16 we need another lemma first.
Lemma A.1. Let w : RK(G) × X → R be an almost sub-additive weight function satisfying
(W5∗) and assume that G y X is minimal. Then for every strong Følner exhaustion sequence
(Tm) and for each ε > 0, there is some m0 ∈ N such that∣∣w+(Tm, x)− w+(Tm, y)∣∣ < ε, ∣∣w−(Tm, x)− w−(Tm, y)∣∣ < ε
for all x, y ∈ X and for all m ≥ m0.
Proof. Let ε > 0. We now choose m0 ∈ N such that property (W5∗) of Remark 3.11 holds ap-
plied with ε/3 instead of ε. If necessary we increasem0 such that we havemG(∂I(Tm))/mG(Tm) ≤
ε/(6ϑ) for all m ≥ m0, where I ⊆ G is the compact subset of property (W4) that only depends
on w. Letm ≥ m0 and fix x, y ∈ X. By definition of w+ and the property (W4) of Definition 3.8,
we find and element hmx ∈ G such that∣∣∣∣∣w(Tm, hmx x)mG(Tm) − w+(Tm, x)
∣∣∣∣∣ < ε3 + ϑ · mG(∂I(Tm))mG(Tm) .
Moreover, since the action G y X is minimal, we find jm ∈ G such that dX(hmx x, jmy) < δm
(with δm > 0 chosen as in (W5
∗)), and by property (W5∗) we arrive at∣∣w(Tm, hmx x)− w(Tm, jmy)∣∣ < ε/3mG(Tm).
Putting everything together and using again the property (W4), we observe
w+(Tm, x) ≤ w(Tm, h
m
x x)
mG(Tm)
+
ε
3
+ ϑ · mG(∂I(Tm))
mG(Tm)
≤ w(Tmj
−1
m , y)
mG(Tm)
+
2ε
3
+ 2ϑ · mG(∂I(Tm))
mG(Tm)
.
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By definition of w+ andmG(∂I(Tm))/mG(Tm) < ε(6ϑ)
−1, we conclude w+(Tm, x) ≤ w+(Tm, y)+
ε for all m ≥ m0. Interchanging the roles of x and y yields the statement for w+. The assertion
for w− can be proven in the very same manner and we leave the details to the reader. ✷
We are ready to give the proof of Lemma 3.16.
Proof.[of Lemma 3.16] It suffices to show
lim sup
m→∞
w+(Tm, x) ≤ lim inf
m→∞ w
+(Tm, x)
for all x ∈ X. Invoking Remark 3.9, we see that both the above limsup and the liminf are
contained in the interval [−η, η] for all x ∈ X, where η ≥ 0 is the constant as of (W2) in
Definition 3.8. So fix x ∈ X. We find a subsequence (Sl) of (Tm) such that
lim inf
m→∞ w
+(Tm, x) = lim
l→∞
w+(Sl, x) .
By property (W4) there is a compact I ⊆ G and ϑ ≥ 0 such that the almost-equivariance
property for w is satisfied. Let 0 < ε < 1/10 and N(ε) :=
⌈− log( ε1−ε)⌉. We apply Lemma 3.15
with B = B, I = I, J = J , η(v) = η and θ(v) = θ, where J and η describe the almost
monotonicity property (W2) and B and θ describe the almost sub-additivity property (W3) of
w. We choose ℓ ∈ N large enough such that mG(∂I(Sl)) ≤ εmG(Sl) for all l ≥ ℓ. Hence, we find
a collection of prototiles
{e} ⊆ Sn ⊆ Sε1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ SεN(ε) , Sεi ∈
{
Sk : k ≥ max{i, ℓ}
}
taken from the sequence (Sl) and there is some M ∈ N such that for each m ≥ M , the set Tm
can be ε-quasi tiled by the prototiles Sεi with center sets C
m
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε) and
w(Tm, y)
mG(Tm)
≤ 1
mG(Tm)
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈Cmi
w(Sεi c, y) +
(
8η + 2θ
)
ε
for all y ∈ X. Further, combining the previous estimate and property (W4) of a weight function
gives
w(Tmh, x)
mG(Tm)
≤
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈Cmi
mG(S
ε
i c)
mG(Tm)
w(Sεi ch, x)
mG(Sεi c)
+ ϑ
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈Cmi
mG(∂I(S
ε
i ))
mG(Tm)
+ ϑ
mG(∂I(Tm))
mG(Tm)
+
(
8η + 2θ
)
ε
for all h ∈ G and m ≥M . Increasing M if necessary and using mG(∂I(Sl)) ≤ εmG(Sl) for l ≥ ℓ
together with
∑
i
∑
cmG(S
ε
i c) ≤ 2mG(Tm), we arrive at
w(Tmh, x)
mG(Tm)
≤
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈Cmi
mG(S
ε
i c)
mG(Tm)
w(Sεi ch, x)
mG(Sεi c)
+
(
8η + 2θ + 3ϑ
)
ε
for all h ∈ G and m ≥M .
Let Sε := Sεi0 be chosen such that w
+(Sε, x) = max1≤i≤N(ε) w+(Sεi , x). Then
w(Sεi ch, x)
mG(S
ε
i c)
≤ w+(Sε, x)
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for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N(ε). In addition, the tiling properties (T1)-(T4) listed in Theorem 3.13 lead to
(1−2ε)mG(Tm) ≤
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈Cmi
mG(S˜
ε
i (c)) ≤
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈Cmi
mG(S
ε
i c) ≤
N(ε)∑
i=1
∑
c∈Cmi
mG(S˜
ε
i (c))
1− ε ≤
mG(Tm)
1− ε .
Combined with the previous estimate, this yields
w(Tmh, x)
mG(Tm)
≤ max
{ 1
1− εw
+(Sε, x), (1− 2ε)w+(Sε, x)
}
+
(
8η + 2θ + 3ϑ
)
ε
for all m ≥M and h ∈ G. (Note that the sign of w+(Sε, x) determines the factor in front of it.)
Taking the supremum over h ∈ G and the limsup in m, we derive
lim sup
m→∞
w+(Tm, x) ≤ max
{ 1
1− εw
+(Sε, x), (1− 2ε)w+(Sε, x)
}
+
(
8η + 2θ + 3ϑ
)
ε.
We recall that by definition, we have that Sε = Sl for some l ≥ ℓ. Since ℓ was chosen arbitrarily
but large enough and since (Sl) is a subsequence of (Tm), where (w
+(Tm, x))m attains its limit
inferior, we can send ℓ to infinity in order to see
lim sup
m→∞
w+(Tm, x) ≤ max
{ 1
1− ε liml→∞w
+(Sl, x), (1− 2ε) lim
l→∞
w+(Sl, x)
}
+
(
8η + 2θ + 3ϑ
)
ε(14)
= max
{ 1
1− ε lim infm→∞ w
+(Tm, x), (1− 2ε) lim inf
m→∞ w
+(Tm, x)
}
+
(
8η + 2θ + 3ϑ
)
ε.
Sending ε→ 0 gives what was claimed above.
We show next that the limits do not depend on the choice of the Følner sequence. To this end,
fix two nested Følner sequences (Tm) and (T
′
l ). Then for each ε < 1/10, each ℓ ∈ N, and large
m, the set Tm can be ε-quasi tiled by the same means as above by prototiles taken from (T
′
l )l≥ℓ.
Repeating exactly the same arguments as before leads to the inequality (14) with (Sl) replaced
by T ′l . Sending ε → 0 shows that the limit with respect to one sequence is less or equal than
the limit with respect to the other sequence. By symmetry, the independence follows.
If w is even a topological weight function, (Tm) is a strong Følner exhaustion sequence and if
the action Gy X is additionally minimal, then the limits limm→∞w+(Tm, x) must coincide for
all x ∈ X and the convergence must be uniform by Lemma A.1. ✷
Appendix B. Topology of weighted Delone sets
This appendix is concerned with aspects of convergence for weighted Delone sets and in particular
with the relation between the weak-∗-topology and the Chabauty-Fell topology.
We fix a lcsc group G, an open subset U ⊂ G, compact subset K ⊂ G and σ ≥ 1. We
then consider weighted Delone sets in Del(U,K, σ), i.e. subsets of G which are left-U -uniformly
discrete and left-K-syndetic with weights in the interval [σ−1, σ].
Let S ∈ RK(G). Recall the notion
dS
(
Λ,Π
)
:= inf
{
δ > 0 : |δΛ
(
Bδ(y)
)− δΠ(Bδ(y))| < δ for all y ∈ (P ∩ S) ∪ (Q ∩ S)}.
for two weighted Delone sets Λ = (P,α) and Π = (Q,β).
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Proposition B.1. Let Λ be a weighted Delone set in G. Then for all S ∈ RK(G) and δ > 0,
the set
US,δ(Λ) :=
{
Π ∈ Del(U,K, σ) : dS(Λ,Π) < δ
}
is a weak-∗-neighborhood of Λ. Moreover, {US,δ(Λ) : S ∈ RK(G), δ > 0} defines a weak-∗-
neighborhood basis of Λ.
Proof. Let 0 < δ < σ−1/2, S ∈ RK(G) and Λ = (P,α) ∈ Del(U,K, σ). Define S′ := S.B1 ∈
RK(G). Since σ ≥ 1, B2δ(x) ⊆ S′ holds for all x ∈ S. There is no loss in generality in assuming
that e ∈ U and δ > 0 is small enough such that B2δ(x) ∩ B2δ(y) = ∅ for any x, y ∈ D where D
is some U -uniformly discrete set.
Set K := S′ \⋃x∈P∩S′ Bδ(x). By Urysohn’s lemma, there is a φ ∈ Cc(G) such that 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1,
φ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ P and φ|K = 1. Furthermore, for each x ∈ P ∩ S′, there are φx ∈ Cc(G)
such that 0 ≤ φx ≤ 1, φx is supported in B2δ(x) and φx|Bδ(x) ≡ 1. Then the set
V := {Π ∈ Del(U,K, σ) : |δΛ(ψ)− δΠ(ψ)| < δ for all ψ ∈ {φ} ∪ {φx : x ∈ P ∩ S′}}
is a weak-∗-neighborhood of Λ in Del(U,K, σ). We will show first that V ⊆ US,δ(Λ) showing
that US,δ(Λ) is indeed a weak-∗-neighborhood of Λ.
Let Π = (Q,β) ∈ V. By definition of φ, we have δΛ(φ) = 0. Thus, |δΠ(φ)| = |δΛ(φ)− δΠ(φ)| < δ
implies Q ∩ S′ ⊆ ⋃x∈P∩S′ Bδ(x) as δ < σ−1 and φ|K = 1.
By the choice of φx, we have δΛ(φx) = α(x) for all x ∈ P ∩S′. In particular, for each x ∈ P ∩S,
|δΛ(φx) − δΠ(φx)| < δ and the condition B2δ(x) ∩ B2δ(y) = ∅ for x, y ∈ Q with x 6= y implies
that there is a unique zx ∈ Q ∩ B2δ(x) ⊆ Q ∩ S′. Since Q ∩ S′ ⊆
⋃
x∈P∩S′ Bδ(x), we conclude
zx ∈ Q ∩Bδ(x). Furthermore, φx|Bδ(x) ≡ 1 yields φx(x) = 1 = φx(zx). Thus,∣∣δΛ(Bδ(x))− δΠ(Bδ(x))∣∣ = ∣∣φx(x)α(x) − φx(zx)β(zx)∣∣ = ∣∣δΛ(φx)− δΠ(φx)∣∣ < δ
holds for each x ∈ P ∩ S. If y ∈ Q ∩ S there is a unique x ∈ P ∩ S′ such that y ∈ Bδ(x). Thus,
δΛ(Bδ(x)) = δΛ(Bδ(y)) and δΠ(Bδ(x)) = δΠ(Bδ(y)) for these choices of x and y. Hence,∣∣δΛ(Bδ(y)) − δΠ(Bδ(y))∣∣ = ∣∣δΛ(Bδ(x)) − δΠ(Bδ(x))∣∣ = ∣∣δΛ(φx)− δΠ(φx)∣∣ < δ
for all y ∈ Q∩ S and the unique x ∈ P ∩ S′ with y ∈ Bδ(x). Consequently, we have proven that
Π ∈ V implies dS(Λ,Π) < δ. Thus, US,δ(Λ) is a weak-∗-neighborhood of Λ.
Let Λ = (P,α) ∈ Del(U,K, σ), φ ∈ Cc(G) and ε > 0. In order to show that {US,δ(Λ) : S ∈
RK(G), δ > 0} defines a neighborhood basis, it suffices to show that there is an S ∈ RK(G)
and a δ > 0 such that
US,δ(Λ) ⊆ {Π ∈ Del(U,K, σ) : |δΛ(φ)− δΠ(φ)| < ε}.
Without loss of generality suppose that e ∈ U and B2ε(x) ∩ B2ε(y) = ∅ for all x, y ∈ D with
x 6= y and for all U -uniformly discrete set D. Let S ∈ RK(G) be chosen such that it contains
the compact support of φ and S ∩P = S.B2ε ∩P . Set N := ♯(S.Bε ∩P ). Since φ ∈ Cc(G), there
is an δ > 0 such that δ < min
{
ε, σ−1, ε2N‖φ‖∞
}
and |φ(x) − φ(y)| < ε2Nσ holds for all x, y ∈ G
with dG(x, y) < δ.
Let Π = (Q,β) ∈ US.Bε,δ(Λ). By the choice of S each point x ∈ P ∩S.Bε is necessarily contained
in P ∩ S. Hence for each x ∈ P ∩ S.Bε = P ∩ S, the condition |δΛ
(
Bδ(x)
)− δΠ(Bδ(x))| < δ ≤ ε
implies that there is a unique yx ∈ Q∩ S.Bε ∩Bδ(x) such that |α(x)− β(yx)| < δ ≤ ε2N‖φ‖∞ . In
particular, we have shown that {yx : x ∈ P ∩ S.Bε} ⊆ Q ∩ S.Bε. We claim the latter two sets
are actually equal.
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For indeed, if there was an y ∈ Q∩S.Bε that is not equal to some yx, then Bδ(y)∩P ⊆ S.B2ε∩P
and this would lead to Bε(y) ∩ P = ∅. Thus,
|β(y)| = |δΛ(Bδ(y))− δΠ(Bδ(y))| < δ < σ−1
as Π ∈ US.Bε,δ(Λ), a contradiction to Π ∈ Del(U,K, σ). Furthermore, Π ∈ US.Bε,δ(Λ) yields
|β(yx)− α(x)| =
∣∣δΛ(Bδ(yx))− δΠ(Bδ(yx))∣∣ < δ
for all x ∈ P ∩ S.Bε. Thus,
|δΛ(φ)− δΠ(φ)| ≤
∑
x∈P∩SBε
|α(x)φ(x) − β(yx)φ(yx)|
≤
∑
x∈P∩S.Bε
(
|α(x) − β(yx)| |φ(x)| + |β(yx)| |φ(x) − φ(yx)|
)
< ε
using dG(x, yx) < δ. ✷
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